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They’re off and running
Two riders "iockeying" for position culminate a day’s
excitement at Bay Meadows Racetrack in San Mateo.
The track is a place where people of all ages and in.

terests visit to bet on the sport of kings For details see
story and photos on page 5.

Police reports indicate
campus crime declining
By Kevin Dwyer
Crime on campus has decreased
for the first time in eight years.
according to semi-annual crime
statistics compiled by University
Police.
This is the first general drop in
crime since 1968, when the department began keeping records.
University Police jurisdiction
includes the 68 campus buildings,
the ,north and south parking
garages, the dormitories, Spartan
City and a one-mile radius surrounding the campus.
Campus police currently employ
11 officers.
A total of 94 felonies, including
rape, armed robbery and burglary,
were reported for the first six
months of this year, down from 96
felonies for the same period last
year.
Total misdemeanors for the same
period numbered 347, down from 396
for the first half of last year. Included in this figure are petty thefts,
malicious mischief and drunken
driving.
State property losse,

Incoming students discovering stress
as an integral part of university life
its
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By Myke Feinman
A student transfers from a junior
college and winds up having to attend college for four more years.
Stress.
A freshman moves away from
home to attend college and can’t cut
the umbilical cord. Stress.
A student attends school for three
years and runs out of money. Stress.
According to SJSU counselors.
students are under stress because of
interpersonal relationships, an
education they see as irrelevant and
financial burdens.
"Loneliness, the inability to
break close relationships, worry
about breaking ties with parents.
inability to make close relationships
are all causes of stress for students
at San .lose State," according to
SJSU counselor Orpha Quadros.
Struggles occur
"Students come to college to
develop their ability to get into relationships they dreamed about since
high school," Quadros continued.
"Just friendships are a problem
for students here. The college is
basically a commuter college.
There’s no camaraderie.
"Breaking ties with parents is

also difficult. College is the first real
break from the student’s parents.
The ties with parents are seen as
fragile in terms of their present
needs.
"Sometimes they have to
struggle with parents who don’t
want them to go (emotionally)," she
added.
Stress also is caused by students
thinking more than they are feeling.
according to Dr. Thornton Hooper, a
psychologist who counsels students
at &ISL.
"People learn how to live in their
head. When students find that they
can feel, they learn the world doesn’t
fall apart around their cars.
"This is mostly a male
phenomena. People live from the
head up. only using part of themselves." he said.
Another cause of stress is. the
relevancy of a college education.
School questioned
"Students have real qualms
about remaining in school when
there is no assurance of getting a job
out there," .said Dr. Rudolf Cook. a
psychologist and counselor at
!MSC’s counseling center.
Cook said college degrees tell
potential employers about a person.

The individual who obtained a
college degree has patience, perseverence and had to have
developed certain skills.
"Students are going to have to
become more competitive. They
have to say ’I’m going to be a teacher, I’m going to be better than anyone else.’
Students restart
"In the classroom the student
either has it or doesn’t. Students are
now seeing that having a college
degree it not a ticket to a job. They
have to prove they can back the
degree up ( with competance
Cook said.
Cook said studying in college
widens the student’s options for
alternate jobs.
"Some students insist on
studying precisely what they want to
do (for a living). There is something
to be said for a person developing
basic skills, like comprehension in
reading. concentration and
studying," he said.
Cook said students from community colleges took career-orientated courses then go into the field and
find work alongside people with four
year degrees who have more
mobility in the job market.

They come to &NU for the other
two years of education and find that
they never took the general
education needed for a degree. They
have to start all over.
"A lot of students come in with
that kind of problem. They complain
’no one explained it to me,’ " Cook
added.
According to Quadros, students
with financial burdens who are
taking care of a family or working
full time and attending SJSU full
time, do not’ take time’ to talk to
counselors about stress problems.
Most counselors agree the burden
of having to work is a major cause of
stress.
Students can seek counseling at
the Counseling Center in room 201 of
the Administration Building

dropped to $13,585 from $22.946 for
the first part of 1975. However, personal property loss increased by
nearly $12,000 over last year’s figure
of $30,000.
Larry James, University Police
’administrative officer, said he could
give no reason for the decrease, "Especially since this is the first drop
we’ve had."
James said the installation of
new crime prevention programs
now being used by campus police
might be the cause of the decline in
crime.
Crime analysis
University Police now are inthe Crimes Analysis
with
volved
Program for Evaluation and Research (CAPER), a county-wide
program that attempts to identify
each police agency’s crime
problems.
The program works by outlining
the data surrounding a crime the
type of crime, the time and the day
of the week in which a occurred.
According to James, the program, which originated from a law
enforcement grant in 1975, will
better enable University police to
deploy manpower on campus hot spots.
These hotspots include both
parking garages, the Student Union,
Business Tower, men’s gym and the
Education Building.
In addition to the hotspots, James
feels CAPER will help the department draw "pictures of what’s
going on on campus.
Crime in afternoon
"It’s impossible to say that just
because of this identification factor,
we’re decreasing crime, but it is a
big help," he said.
Statistics compiled by CAPER in,dicate the busiest day for crime at
SJSU is Thursday, while the slowest
day is Sunday.
Afternoons, on all days are the
most heavily crime -ridden. a c-

cording to the report. James attributes this to the "heaty ingress
and egress of people" at this time.
Along with CAPER. t he
University Police are combating
crime by employing the Night Guide
program, which hires students as
security personnel to stalk the
campus after dark.
The students, who are hired and
paid for by the student services
office, escort other students across
campus and watch out for suspicious
incidents.
Thc program. which started ,
fall, is one method University P, .ee
hope will curtail misdemeanoi assaults, which have jumped from 17
in 1973 to a record 38 in 1975.
James thinks by placing student
guards into troubled spots such incidents can be cut down tremendously.
In addition to the two programs.
Tames said student awareness also
has helped out.
"Students are becoming more
aware of ripoffs. They’re not as
careless with their personal
property as they used to be and
they’re not leaving their stuff
around as much, he said.
Helpful hints
James advises students to be
aware that people do come on
campus looking for ripoffs. He
outlined the following crime prevention techniques:
Report to the University Police
loss of even the smallest item.
Reporting them helps police determine if there is any pattern to the
crime.
Report anyone who looks
suspicious and the police will check
them out.
Do not leave brief cases or
purses unprotected.
Report the occurrences of any
crime to the University Police emergency number (277,3511Las soon as
possible.

Weather
Fair skies through Friday with
late night and early morning
overcast. Highs will be in the mid
70’s with lows in the tal,d 50’s. Light
afternoon winds w ith heavy smog
conditions.
SJSU m"k*ninlogv Drpartment

Poll shows few want flu shot
By Sheryl Siminoff
Most students at SJSU probably
will not get inoculated for swine flu.
based on a survey conducted on
campus yesterday.
Almost 58 per cent of 106 students
interviewed by the Spartan Daily
said they would not get the free shot,
now being administered at several
San Jose clinics.
Of the remaining students interviewed near the Student Union. 27
said they would be inoculated and 18
were undecided.
The 61 students who said they
would not get inoculated gave two
reasons for their refusal: fear of the
adverse effects and a feeling the
shots are unnecessary. .
Dr. Mary nark. deputy director
of the county health department,
also said she was not going to take
the vaccine for "personal reasons."
Need unseen
Many students felt they did not
need the swine flu shot. "I’m pretty
healthy," said Christopher Paddon.
Other students said they wanted
to first read more about the swine
flu. They said officials could not
predict swine flu at this point.
"I’ve heard too much about the
side effects," said Rob .Jackson, a
senior environmental student. He
said he needs more information
about the flu.
Those students undecided said
there were too many discrepancies
about the healthiness of the vaccine.
Others said they had not even
thought about the swine flu.
Those who said they would get
the vaccine feared catching the flu.
The first day inoculations were
administered. Tuesday, only 1.274
persons were inoculated at three
public clinics, according In .Ianice
Rylander of the county health
department.
,
An estimated 7,500 shots were

I tberal studies iunior Vikko Hollosi hands out Gallo calendars.

Free Gallo calendar
’hot’ giveaway item

If/
loll N.,.

Bob Robinson is administered his swine flu innoculation by nurse Lois Faunce at San Jose Hospfta I
given Oct. 12 to the elderly and high risk indivieuals.
The sparse turnout was
especially marked at San Jose
Hospital, where only 800 showed up
for shots.
Hospital officials hoped to vaccinate from I.600 to 2,(84) persons
every day, according to Richard
Peryam, a county spokesman.
Clark said she did not feel the
swine flu program should be postponed since it might do some good in

about one to t wo years
Program effected
Clark said the had publicity has
obviously had an adverse effect on
the swine flu program.
Several deaths were reported
after elderly people died after
receiving theNhots, They have not
been attributed to the flu shot.
She supported an Oct. 18 report
by Dr. James Chin of the California
Department of Public Health which
said he expected 16 deaths in a 48-

hour period after the inoculation of
85 senior citizens and high -risk individuals. He said deaths would probably be due to heart conditions.
"It’s clear," said Clark, "that
there is no basis that an increase in
the mortality rate is due to the
program."
San .lose State officials are still
negotiating in Sacramento for a
swine flu clinic on campus, according to health educator Oscar
Battle.

By Rattly Brown
It really is an attracti% calendar. And it’s being passed out on
campus for free.
The poster-calendar is golden
and the months go down each side.
In the center. framed in a black
heart, are two Spanish lovers. The
woman holds a jug of Gallo wine.
In the last two days more than
1,000 of these posters hate been
passed out on campus by students
working for Gallo.
Gallo wines have been a controversial campus topic for years.
Supporters of the farm worker’s
movement ant Proposition 14 have
charged Gallo works against the
rights of California’s farin workers.
Three women students, all
members of Chi Omega, sorority.
passed out the posters at different
locations on campus, Most have
been distributed to passers-by in
front of the Spartan Pub.
Business freshman Bonnie Funk
said she and two other women are
being paid for their work by Marsha
DeLea. another member of their
sorority.
DeLea is one of two Gallo
representatives at SJSU. The other
is Steve Luhrs, a member of the
Sigma (’hi fraternity.
The students passing out the
calendars said the money they
received would go into their
sorority’s pledge fund.

’Most people just smile ail take
them ( calendars, ’ Funk said. but
she added some people gat e them
back after seeing what they advertised.
"A few people would take the
posters and sa’y ’I don’t particularly
like Gallo. but I like the calendar,’
said Vikki Hollasi. a liberal studies
junior.
Funk said the posters were a
promotional gimmick. but wouldn’t
say whether it had anything to do
with the "No on 14" campaign
against the farm workers’ iflit lath
She said people passing
the
same posters on the CC Berkelt.
campus were physically beaten.
Luhrs. the other Gallo
representative, also denied any link
between the posters and the "No on
14" campaign. He said Gallo has
taken no stand on the proposition.
"He (Gallo; only employ s 199
farm workers, so no matter what the
result is on Proposition II. it will
affect Gallo very insignificantly."
Luhrs said.
Luhrs, an accounting senior, said
most of Gallo’s grapes are imported
from other countries.
He and DeLea. both of w horn’
were hired three weeks ago,
received the calendars late last
week.
Luhrs said his job basically has to
do with getting students to use stint,
at their parties rather than beer
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Opinion
A.S. funding of Camejo speech
may have hindered candidate
By Nick Baptista
It is in the interest of both the A.S.
and the Young Socialist Alliance
( YSA ) that Socialist Workers
presidential candidate Peter
Cornejo not be paid with A.S. funds.
Under A.S. funding procedures,
Cornejo would have had to limit the
scope of his speech to discussion of
the "educational" and not the "political" aspects of socialism.
The speech could not have been
political because public ’funds, such
as the requested A.S. allocation to
the YSA to pay for Ca mejo’s speech,
cannot be used for political purposes
under federal and state regulations.
A.S. President James Ferguson

Analysis
Nick Baptista is an Assistant Editor on the Spartan Daily and covered
the stories concerning the A.S.
funding of Camejo’s speech that
appeared in Tuesday’s and Wedhesday’s papers.
vetoed the allocation because a
handbill distributed by YSA implied
that the A.S. supports the candidacy
of Cornejo It does not.

If Camejo’s speech would have
been political, as the handbill stated,
and if he would have asked for
suppost, the A.S. would have had to hold the finds allocated for his
speech anyway.
With the YSA raising the funds
themselves now, Cornejo will be able
to speak about his campaign and ask
for support.
It has to be much more in the.
interest of the Socialist Workers
Party not to be tied to the rules
Camtito would have had to follow if
his speech was paid for by the A.S.
Now. Cornejo can speak with
more freedom and talk more about
the issues without limitations.

Mercury decides Daily story
on growth too hot to publish
Th

Letters
Recycle effort
offered hints
Editor:
I read with interest your recent
editorial on the proposed project to
collect aluminum cans on the s.ISU
campus.
My knowledge of this project is
limited. however, I hope my suggestions will be. or already have been,
taken into consideration.
First of all, just having collection
canisters near vending machines
won’t be enough, since most people
go elsewhere, away from the
machines, to drink their soda.
When they are finished, they
throw the cans away in the nearest
trash containers or, unfortunately.
on the ground.
There should be as many
collection canisters placed near
trash containers as feasible. This
way. ,1 major portion o: the mon to
Loon pAnds of cans normally
thrown away each week can be
saved.
In the Student Union. for
example. several collection
canisters should be placed on each
floor, especially in the Games area
’and on the outside of the building
near the trash containers.
Tht second point that I wish to
bring up is that there should be a
continuous campaign of some sort to
inform students about the project
and how it is progressing.
We will all need to be reminded to
use the collection canisters for their
intended purpose. Otherwise, the
project runs the risk of dying
through neglect.
All of this will probably cost more
than the estimated S100 allocated for
setting up the program. It will be
well worth the price and effort,
though to make this project succeed
in its goals
I wish io complement the people
n ol ved with the project. It’s something we’ve needed at SJSU for a
long time.
I know for certain that you will he
receiving my aluminum cans.
Dennis R. Kohn
Industrial Technology senior

Group wishes
holiday mail
Editor:
Another Christmas season is
rapidly approaching the time of
year we .nost enjoy being with
family and friends.
However, for many thousands of
our fellow Americans, this will be a
very lonely Christmas: they canoot
be with their families because they
are stationed overseas with the
United States Armed Forces. For a
large number of these young men
and women, This will be the first
Christmas away from home.
Your readers can help make this
holiday season a little less lonely for
many of these young people by
joining in the collection of Christmas
mail sponsored by Military Over-

seas Mail.
This is an ideal project for school
classes, clubs, scouts, and other
groups or organizations as well as
individuals and families.
For more information, please
send a stamped. self-addressed
envelope to MOM. Box 4428,
Arlington, VA 22204. Thank you.
Lee Spencer
Coordinator

Knowbody-a new choice
Editor:
Have you found it difficult to
make up your mind as to which
candidate really deserves your vote
this fall?
Do you see Ford as a bungling
old-line politician. Carter as a
mumbling old-line politician, McCarthy having no real chance and
thankful that Maddox has no
chance?
Allow me to suggest that you
consider the only candidate that has
accomplished manv of the goals that
lesger politicians only preach about
in their campaigns and never
achieve once in office.
My candidate and the . next
president of the United States A.
Knowbuddy.
Knowbuddy is the only candidate
that can save America from its
future destiny: Knowbuddy has
stopped inflation. Knowbuddy has
achieved a lasting peace in our
generation. Knowbuddy has brought
full employment to our country and
Knowbuddy has cleaned up our environment.
Nobody promises the American
people a bed of roses Knowbuddy
can.
When you cast your sacred vote
next month, consider the facts and
remember, there is Knowbuddy for
an alternative. Knowbuddy can
solve all of our problems
Jim Marcussen
Journalism Major

Burns names
other ’profs’
Editor:
Lest it by thought that Dean Gail
Fullerton and I are the only administrators who regularly teach
(Spartan Daily, Oct. hit. let me
report that Dean Henry Bruinsma,
Dean Douglas Picht. and Dean
Richard Whitlock each of whom
has full-time administrative responsibilities are also teaching "above
load."
And in addition. of course, others
whose administrative assignments
are not full-time, such as Provost
Fauneil Kinn and over 50 departmental chairpersons. regularly
teach two or three courses each
semester.
Hobert W. Burns
Academic Vice President

By Steven C. Taylor
Buried in the back of the Oct. 16
Spartan Daily page 10 to be exact
article concerning a
was an
professor’s view on increased urban
growth in San Jose.
It was a story that wouldn’t even
have made the school publication
had the Daily not been enlarged that
day. It really didn’t seem that important.
Yet, it is also a story the San Jose
Mercury didn’t want printed at all.
It was not a question of it being
unnewsworthy. To the Mercury, it
was an article deemed to be too
controversial.
Too controversial? Was it so bad
that the Mercury wouldn’t print it?
Omigod, what could it have
possibly said?
Well, before you go digging
through the trash and search in vain
for something equal to pornography
on caripus, read on for a short
the broad powers of the
lesson
media, and the fear of using it.
Written by myself, the story was
done through my part-time occupation as a student writer for
SJSU’s Office of Continuing Education.
In an effort to help promote extension programs offered through
the office, it is my job to write news
releases and features on various
aspects of the curriculum, such as
unique classes and instructors.
The story concerned was pf
Mitchell Mandich. a West Valley
College sociology instructoi who
teaches a course through continuing
education called "San Jose, California: Dynamics of Growth."
The class concentrates on San
Jose’s recent urban development,
examining how it occurred, why it
occurred and who was responsible.

’THE BIONIC MEN

Thinking this would be an interesting feature, I decided to attend
a class session and talk with Mandich afterwards concerning his
interpretation of how San Jose
doubled its population between 1950
and 1960 to 200,000 and has almost
tripled that figure by today.
Mandich is an articulate man
who knows what he is talking about.
He offered some probable theories
as to why the Valley of Heart’s
Delight changed from a basically
rural setting into a pervasively
urban environment.
Mandich’s thoughts are not
especially original.
In essence, the story said what its
headline proclaimed: "Growth ethic
looks good in theory, unsuccessful in
practice, says prof."
While the Daily was shoving it
onto the back pages. a copy of the
article was also sent to the Mercury
through the Continuing Education
Office’s Communication Center.
It was Tuesday when I learned
what had happened to that release.
It seems the reporter who got it
first thought it good enough to at
least be readied for another back
page.
There was, however, one thing
that bothered him about the story.
At the tail end of it, Mandich took
a swipe at "the local media," saying
what was needed to cause a reexamination of city growth was "a
newspaper that presented both sides
of the issue."
The reporter rewrote it into a less
hostile form. The article then
weaved its way through the various
channels of editorial power and was
set for printing.
Then, to the surprise of his
subordinates, the Mercury’s

monody.: editor overruled their
collectite reasoning and pulled the
story not because it wasn’t good
enough, but because it was controversial.
Such a judgment, I learned, left
those concerned in wonder.
Why should the managing editor
one of the ranking bosses and top
men in the area’s largest newspaper
be so concerned over a college
educatoi.’s views on growth?
In mulling it over in my mind, I
remembered the comments Mandich made concerning the Mercury’s
publisher. Joe Ridder.
Ridder has been on the local
scene for most of San Jose’s recent
history. On good relations with those
interests who are pushing for more
industrialization of the county.
Ridder reveals pro-growth feelings,
as seen in his newspaper’s content.
He consistently plays up pro-growth
news and either down-plays or pulls
news critical ’of city expansion, according to Mandich.
Such ideals, of course, are not the
ones taught to me in journalism
classes Instead, I was told of
freedom of the press. the vanguard
against tyranny, the unending
search for the truth.
Didn’t I learn that an independent press is our nation’s insurance against propaganda?
Wasn’t I convinced that I was entering a noble profession in which I
was entrusted with the most
valuable job in our society watchdog of.the government?
Admittedly, my disillusionment
is not that great. I learned long
before I entered this field that
freedom of the press is sometimes
limited by the constraints of a newspaper’s advertising revenues.
In fact, it is common in small
town or rural newspapers for the
editors and publishers to be wary of
offending the local Chamber of
Commerce and risk losing a chunk
of a paper’s income.
The San Jose Mercury, though. is
not a small, struggling publication.
It is the largest newspaper in the
county and, with its sister San Jose
News, dominates the media scene, is
on stable economic ground and has
more clout than any Chamber of
Commerce imaginable.
How strange that the Mercury
still seems to be held captive by a
belief that editorial policies should
be considered when judging news
content.
And how ironic that a college
instructor who accuses the Mercury
of being one-sided, cannot make it
onto even the back pages to voice
that accusation or present views
opposite that of the newspaper’s
publisher.
Maybe the Mercury does fear
local businesses will be offended and
pull their advertisements. And
maybe that view is justified.
Right now, though, the only view
hat appears justified is Mitchell
andich’s view of the Mercury.
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The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Best letters are short ( 250
words’ and to the point. The
Spartan Daily reserves the right
to edit for libel, length and style.
All letters should be signed
with the author’s name, major
and class standing
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office ( JC 2081 between
a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
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Radical, prof debate
U.S. election impact
By Jim Jones
With Election Day
drawing near, a representative of the Revolutionary Students Brigade
(RSBI and an SJSU
political science instructor
debated yesterday on
whether elections have any
real effect on society
Sharon Pfeiffer, representing the RSB, told a
group of about 70 students
that "what happens in the
White House doesn’t
determine what goes on in
the country." and charged
elections only benefit the
"rich capitalists" who run
society.
However, political science lecturer Richard
Young answered that elections, particularly the
current Presidential race.
do make a difference to the
country.
He said both candidates
are backed by opposing
coalitions of interest
groups whom each will
have to lease once in office.
Challenge answered
The RSB challenged all
political science in
structors to debate on the
effectiveness of elections,
but only Young responded.
"The department, with

my exception, did not think
much of the debate and
didn’t want to participate,"
Young said. He added his
opinions didn’t represent
those of the department.
Two separate debates
were held during two of
Young’s classes in Dudley
Moorehead Hall.
Pfeiffer stated there
was no significant difference between the two
candidates. She called
Carter’s policy of putting
welfare recipients to work
a "scab plan." Ford’s aid
to industry, she said, was
used to buy automated
equipment instead of to
create more jobs.
Political Iles
"It isn’t the case of the
lesser of two evils."
Pfeiffer said. "Basically.
politicians lie in different
ways."
She went on to claim
elections have the support
of rich capitalists because
the institution hides the
fact they control society.
Pfeiffer said people can
have more effect on society
by taking’ "concrete action" and learning their
rights in society.
"There is a need for
revolution as long as the

Agency proposes
parking fee hike

rich are on top," Pfeiffer
said.
Young said he thought
all elections make a difference, but the ’76 election
makes more difference and
is more important than
most. He said he thought
close races lead to better
presidential ac
countability.
Election important
"If the ’72 elections had
been closer, the crimes of
Watergate wouldn’t have
persisted," he said.

By Gilbert Chan
The San Jose. Hedevelopment Agency will
discuss this afternoon the
possibility of raising the- 25cent parking fee at the two
dirt Ampco parking lots at
the west end of S.ISC.
The proposal for a
possible. rate increase was
made by San Jose City
Councilman Joe (’cilia at a
recent council meeting last
month.
He said a rate hike
would put parking costs on
an equitable. level with the
general public..
Pat Forst, administrative assistant in the.
economic. development department, said the’ fee
might increase’ as high as
75 cents.
Forst said the agency’s
agreement with Amoco
stipulates the lots are for
student use. and the fee will
be 25 cents.
The redevelopment
agency ow ns the property.
bordered by Third, San
Fernando. Fourth and
Carlos streets. which part of the future San
Antonio Plaza project.
Amoco. a private. firm
which operates .11 lid
throughout the’ city. is on

’19

ces

Because the race is
close, both candidates need
coalitions of different interest groups to win, Young
continued, with the winning
candidate making policies
and appointments
favorable to his backers.
If. Carter wins, Young
said, he will be indebted to
minority groups, the unemployed, and other
groups, even though they
may support him only as
"the lesser of two evils."
Young said the differences between the candidates was very real, especially on the issues, but
added the media coverage
of the. debates concentrated
on style more than content.

po

day-to-day lease- fur the
property.
The two lots hold approximately 1,000 cars, according to Hugh MarDiarmid, city parking management coordinator.
"Twenty-five cents is
pretty cheap," Forst said.
pointing out that other city
lots charge- So cents a day,
MacDiarmid said the
economic. development department made a report to
the agency but did not take
a position on the matter.
He said a memo. explaining the impact caused
by an increase. stated 500
cars would be displaced if
the fee was set at 73 cents.
"A lot of students would
not pay 75 cents." MacDiarmid said.
SJSU President John
Bunzel said in a Tuesetay
press conference he. would
not like to sec the fee increased. He’ added he sill
make. his position know n
thy city.

Earth Games
Today 1-3 I) 111
Fountain Area.
Come& Eniov

,trdin tile LAW’
... and in a Lamer?
Consider your opportunities as a

spartaguide

LAWYER’S ASSISI AN 1

Revolutionary
sharon
Pfeiffer of the
Students Brigade makes a point in yester

Publicity chairpersons
who were. unable to attend
yesterday’s Spartan Daily
press information meeting
are invited to attend another orientation scheduled
for Monday. Oct. 25 at 12:30
p.m. in .1(’ 117.
.
A leadership training
class sponsored by Campus

Crusade lu i twist will
7:31) p.m.
begin a
tomorrow in the Education
Building, room 100.
A talk on "Religion and
the Presidency. 1787-1976"
will be gicen by Dr. Ralph
Moellering. 12:30 pin. today in the’ S.U. Costanoan
Room.

Insurance rates up;
Sierra Club funds cut
Skyrocketing insurance
rates have hit the Sierra
Club, reducing the budget
and activities of its chapters.
In its monthly newsletter, the Palo Alto-based
Loma Prieta chapter, third
largest in the country,
called for contributions
from its members in an
effort to offset the budget
cut.
The chapter includes
members from Santa
Clara, San Mateo and San
Benito counties.
Ti Stills, chapter staff
, member, said the organization must pay for office rent phone, postage
bills and office supplies
before’ funding other ac -
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Fred Martin, chapter
chairman, said the payment to the national organization for insurance,
which is 60 per rent of the
insurance. charge, rose
from 81,000 to $6.000.
The decrease in funds
has curtailed some of the
Loma Prieta’s hiking activities anti conservation
programs. Martin said.
The insurance premium
increase’ came after the
Sierra (’tub’s liability
policy was cancelled in
with one year reMay
maining and a new insurer
was chosen, according to
Clifford Rudden, assistant
treasurer for the national
club.
Midden speculated the
frequency of lawsuits, filed
by the club and the possibility of countersuits may
have led to the cancellation
and escalating insurance
rates.
TRIVIA QUESTION
FOR TODAY: What is the.
order of colors in a five
flavor roll of Life Savers
Candy?
YESTERDAY’S ANSWER: Johnny Quest’s dog
was Bandit.
Trivia questions should
be submitted to Rick Gaunt
at the Spartan Daily offer
bet ween 1:30 p.m. and 4:31)
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IN EASTRIDGE & THE PRUNEYARD
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nd
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GIVES STUDENTS

ew
wit

ON PAPER
& CHEMICALS!
50
he
tht

with Brooks
Student Courtesy Card.
Pick up yours today.
EASTRIDGE, San Jose. 274-3733
THE PRUNEYARD. Campbell, 377-5559

A Campus Ministry’s
mass for all people will be
held at 5 p.m. Sunday at the
Campus (’hristian Center.
300 S. 10th St.
Le Cercle Francais will
meet at 2:30 p.m. today in
the Foreign Languages
Building I Bldg. Nt.
The Gay People’s Union
will meet at 8 p.m. today in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
An advanced lecture for
students already in the
Transcendental Meditation
program will be presented
at 7:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Pacheco Room.

days debate with Dr. Richard Voting of
political science department

By tips’s alting in one ol the following fields-- Cofast.,
lions, I. itotation f slates. Dusts. and Wills. Pohl!, St ,
vise 1 avt, Real Estate and Mof wages -- you san reps,
yourself tor A low.Inmble position as a si lIed memlic
of he legal team.

3 positions open

A.S. seat vacated
A.S. Councilman Tony
Folk ha; been found ineligible to serve on the A.S.
council since he is not enrolled at SJSU.
The ineligibility of Folk
brings the total vacant
council seats to three, following the resignations of
Margaret Sepeda and
Magdi Orfali earlier this
year.

A meetng for those interested in Latino media
will be held at noon
Saturday in the KSJS studios in the Drama Building.

The vacancies leave
just two graduate division
seats filled. They are held
by Mohammed Taher, who
attended his first meeting
Oct. 13, and Haleh Payandehjoo.

Calvin Stewart, S.ISU
associate professor of
philosophy, will speak on
"Black Philoslphy" at 3
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.

Folk ran on the Third
World Progressive Coalition last year. along with
Taher and Payandehjoo.

Concerned Black Students and Faculty will
meet at 5 p.m. today in the
S.U. Pacifica Room.

Applications for the first
Iwo seats were available.
earlier, but Bill Clarkson
and Deborah Lewis are the
only two students who have’
submitted them.

Dr. Edward Lauri will
speak at a meeting of the
American Marketing
Association at 7:30 p.m. today at the Outlook in the
Pruncyard. Campbell.

Clarkson was a candidate for a graduate seat
last year on the United
Students Party ticket and
finished sixth in the balloting. just miseing a seat.
Applications for thi.

seats are available and the
deadline is indefinite. according to Gloria Grotjan.
A.S. personnel director.
Grotjan said the deadline has been extended
until ’several applications
have been submitted or
"Until we can figure a way
to get to the graduate
students."
A.S. public information
officer Steve Wright said
he has been given two reasons why graduate’ stu-

SD

You may quality for the intensive, 1/
week, post -graduate worse of lord by
the UNIVERs1 I Y (A SAN DU Esi/ in
sooperat ion with the National ( erste. for
Paralegal ’framing.

For a free brushwe feyording appItcanon prosedwes,
program dates, tinani ial aid, cmploynient opportunities,
please send the attached to.

dents do not get involved
One is they have less Om(
and the other is it seems
below their dignity to serve
on a student council.

UNIVERSIlY OF SAN DIF GC) Room 118, Serra Hall
’S Assistant Pfogram
San Diego, tA 92110
la W%
1/14) 291-6480 lot. 24’
Phone

Name

There are 20 scats on
council. According to the.
last apportionment, four
are lower division, eleven
upper division and five
graduate.
Grotjan 511 id 111111
,sible way to get to the
graduates is to go to their
classes and speak to them.

Address
lip
Spring 1977- Day
Feb. 21 -May 13

Fall 1977 Day
Sept 26. Dec.16

Spring 1977 Evening 111
March 22 Sept. 3

Fall 1977 Evening
Sept. IS March 113L.1

Summer 1977- Day
lone 13 Aug. 26

El

rn

Li

Graduating Engineers:
If your heart’s in
San Francisco....

associated students
& grope presents
Heiichiro Ohyama,
violist with
sylvia jenkins,piano
san jose state univ.
student union loma
prieta room
thurs; oct. 21 8:00p.m.
ickets 1.50
stud. 2.50 gen .
public available at a.s.
d
bus. office
or
at the door
more info c II
277-2731- 3228
fin"truly one of
est violist I h e
re"
heard a nyw
’aime
laredo

Mare Island is hiring!
Live in the heart of Northern CaliforniaAmerica’s most
famous work and play land. Ideal, smog -free climate,
short drive to the Golden Gate. the wine country, lots
morel
Work in a challenging environment at the West Coast’s
oldest and best-known naval institution, with unmatched
potential for professional growth, reward and
recognition
Get the facts on civilian career opportunities.
Contact your Placement Office

Campus interviews: OCT 28

Mara Island Naval Shipyard
vatieio, California 94592

SAN

FRANCISCO

An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required

let ()her 21. 1976,

Black Theatre Workshop debuts

spartaguide

To this Willie opened the
casket, unbuttoned her
blouse, and left it to the
imagination of the
audience to figure where he
let his fingers do the
walking. Needless to say
this broke the audience up
with laughter.

By Marion Whittaker
The Black Theatre
Workshop opened their
first show of the season
Friday night at the Montgomery Theatre. Market
Street.
The multi -talented
program consisvd of two
one-act plays written and
directed by Dr. Willie
Williams, director of the
workshop and former instructor at SAC. Other
acts included Don Sylvestri
and the Sounds of Joy,
singing group. musicianpoet James Marks and the
up and coming "Smoke
Philharmonic" lazy group.
In the first play. "Ole
Judge Moses’ Dead,- the
two main characters were
played by veteran actors,
David Piper as Willie and
Robert Parker as Joe. The
scene was that of a funeral
home equipped with
caskets and dead bodies of
the town’s mean Judge and
spinster librarian, both
white.
The two floor sweepers
voiced their anger (over the
justives bestowed upon
blacks, by the deceased. At
one point. to the delight of
the audience, Willie
became angered while
discussing the time the
Judge had wrongly sentenced him to 9(1 days.
opened the casket and
literally attacked the
Judge. slapping him
repeatedly.
The librarian had one
time accused a friend of the
two floor sweepers of
Irving to get fresh with her.

Galleries
Chinese Calligraphy

The play probably would
have been more effective
had it portrayed these roles
as they exist in today’s
society. rather than go
back some 50 years.
The high point in the
evening came with the
third act. Husky -voiced
James Marks read poetry
complimented with background music by the
"Smoke Philharmonic"
jazz group.
With a style similar
to that of the "Black
Poets" during the early
’70’s, Marks read from his
published collection "Jazz,
Women. Soul."
"Smoke" put on a
dynamic perfomance. Not
only did they offer
background music for the
poet, but they smoked by
themselves in the truest
sense of the word.
Music from an electric
violin, vibraharp, bass,
drums an’ + piano offered a
delightful variation of
sensuous sounds.
The last scene was
centered around "The
Country Store. According to the stores
manager. Mr. Joe, portrayed by Darrell Furnish,
the country store "is a

urdo night at 8
in.
Tickets are $3.30, $6.50
and $7.50 and are available at all BASS outlets.
Lily Tomlin will be at the
Flint Center of De Anza
College Sunday night at
ZI p.m.

and
Ink Painting by I -Chen
Wu will be et the Union
Gallery through tomorrow. The Union Gallery is on the third level
of the Student Union. It
is open Monday through
Friday from 10:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Wednesday and Thursday evenings from 6 to X n.m
"Santa Clara Perspective
A Time to Remember" will be at the
University of Santa
Clara Art Gallery.
The return of Noble Savage
and their Noble
Themes, a display ofpaintings by Zapata El
Fuego, will show in Gallery One of the Art Department Gallery
through Nov. Ii. Gallery
hours are Monday
through Friday. 11 a.m.
Iii 1 p.m.

Films
"The Reincarnation of
Peter Proud" %ill be, the
Friday Flick tomorrow
night at 7 and 16 p.m.
Admission is $1.
"Phantom India" will be at
the camera One. 366 S.
First St.. tonight.
"Phantom India,
11" will be shown tom or
row.
The late show at the
Camera One will be
Monty Python and the
Holy Grail" follow cd by
"Monty Python: And
Now For Something
Completely Different."
The shim ,larls at 10: 3n
p.m. Admission is S2 "A
general. S2 students.

Rock
David Piper (left) and Robert Parker act out a scene in
"Ole Judge Moses’ Dead," the first of two one -act plays
presented as part of the Black Theatre Workshops season

Haskins. played by James
Smith. He owned everything in the town that made
money, including the
country store. Hawkins
said. "I’m happy as long as
I have my darkies to till the
land..."
Another racial slur made

place where everybody
needs something, and I
have it all right here in the
country store."
Like the first play, this
one also expressed anger
against the power structure, as expressed by the
town’s capitalist. Mr.

kith

opener Friday at the Montgomery Theatre. Both plays
were written and directed by Dr. Willie Williams, former
SJSU instructor.

by Hawkins are famous
last words in today’s
society. "It only takes
three things to make
niggers happy - - loose
and
fitting shoes, a tight
a warm place to shit." at
this point Hawkins
collapsed from the liquor

Music

Hot Tuna and Earthquake
will be at the San Jose
Center for the Performing Arts tomorrow
night at 8. Tickets are
$5.50 and $6.511 and are
available at all BASS
outlets.
The Stylistics will be rt the
Circle Star in San Carlos
at 7:30 tomorrow night.
Toots and The Maytals will
be at the Zellerbach
Auditorium on the
Berkeley Camel’.

4.w

he had consumed
throughout the dialogue.
There will be another
showing Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. Tickets are
$4.00 in advance and $1.50
at the door. s!tident. with
id., $2.00.

utt i ti I I

A free jazz concert will be
presented in Musk 150
(the rehearsal room ,at
8 tonight. It will fvature
!
the Andy Os
let and the Randy
Franklin Trio. There is
no admission
Violinist Heichiro Ohyama
will play the works of .
Bach, Milhaud and
Brahms at 8 tonight in
the Loma Priet a Room
of the Student Union.
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’FRIDAY FLICKS

Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
We’d

Slim Pickins
Broken English
A. Ryan and Smith
Gary Dunn
Manzanita
Steve Kritzer
- Boll. T,Ivlor. and Hatschci;
(6.

,ilso drinks
And dinner

GROPC
ine,cia,...

The Reincarnation
of Peter Proud

Featuring
i hors

from Alpha Phi Omega’

Get 41 buck wig(

-Thursday Live"

5 04KPA-KC

DAVID LANNAN
KRISTI PARKER
JOSH BOWLES

Michael Sarraziii

Jennifer O’Neill
Margot Kidder

ii4

Swum DaiN
PERSOlitiLCS

UPPER PA 1)

Student Union

Exceptionally handsome.
highlv sensual ..." Inc Angeles rime..

,50

Oct. -22

7 Et 10 Morns Dailey Auditorium

Spcethut Daitij
Ceasoifietle
277-3175

l’he PrtinvYard
i 875 S Bascom
11(N) 171

With
Dinner
fReC

movies

thilit::13,0.
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OCTOBER 23-25

OCTOBER 21-22

ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCKOO’S NEST
LENNY

THE RULING CLASS
DR. STRANGELOVE
,L10100,
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You’ll love the place,
food and people
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you’ll meet at the Laundry Works.
4

Dancing begins at 9 pm You can go wild unui
2 ant, 7 nights a week Music by the best bands
in the Bay Area.
Come early and entoy delicious dinner entrees in
memory of Early California Fare Luncheon Specials
MON FRI 11 30 30
fir
h
Happy How
4 6pm

87 NORTH SAN PEDRO STREET
2 8 7-1 4 5 6
tRLY

ris

LAUNDRY
WORKS
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TI(gig-6--Fe, tic.%

ODYSSEY RECORDS Saintic__rut.,Montere
ricorrict
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LUNCH & DINNER MENU
will
PRICE ROLLBACK
Entertainment

Er Sat.

featuring

STEAK
LOBSTER
PRIME RIB
COCKTAILS AND SALAD BAR

Sirloin Steak Dinrer

LOOK FOR
so w:TH NG
R EAT
ON OCT 28

1.01PC- e..1tor/A LEalBact

oArti
(Nog ant) *trim",
7.0
Welcomes Fall with a NEW . . .

n:AtEta"

INUUDES SOUP, SALAD. BREAD
BAKED POTATO OR FRIES
inch
I

Mon Fri 11 30 3
Sun Thurs 5 30 10 in

01,

And

$4.95
Sal 5 30 11

1102taratoga Ave.
in Maple Leaf Plaza, San

246-3266
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MONGO’S
THE MONGOLIAN
BARBECUE 8- BAR

Old Town, Los Gatos, CA, 95030
(408) 354-6077
Featuring the area’s Most Beautiful Cocktail Lounge
overlooking the Los Gatos Hills

THE BARBECUE DINNER
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
THURSDAY GAIL ZEILER
FRIDAY CHUCK McCABE
SATURDAY - HUGHES Et THOMAS
LUNCHEON FROM $1.75

A Centuries Old Blend of Meats and Veg
etables. Herbs and Spices

Beef
Pork .
Chicken
Shrimp
Combination

’5.85
. . 5.75
. . 4.95
7 50
550

"An Uncommon Dining Experience"

October 21, 1976, Page 5
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Excitement at races
By Steve Chavez
The familiar racetrack
barker greets you at the
gates trying to persuade
would-lie bettors to purchase his racing form.
claiming it’s better than
the others offered.
The barker and the
racing forms are just part

of the scent out at Bay
Meadows Racetrack in San
Mateo, a place where children as well as adults are
welcome and accomodated
for.
Picnic area
Besides the usual
gambling on the horses,
Bay Meadows opens up the

infield (a the raukt rack I a
nine-hole golfcourse used
on non -racing days and
during the off-season ) so
the entire family can enjoy
a picnic and the races
under the shade of trees
instead of under the grandstand.
But for those need the

anonymity (if the grandstand to hide in after adding up their losses for a
day, Bay Meadows
provides everything.
"It is fairly inexpensive
to spend a day out here,"
claims Rich Pearlman,
publicity relations
assistant.
The prices for admission to the racetrack
range from $2 for lower
grandstand to $7 for admittance to the Turf Club, a
rather exclusive meeting
spot for the suit and tie clad, seasoned bettors.
It is under the grandstand during the course of
an afternoon that one will
run into people of all
shapes and heights
Personal formulas
Anyone from a cowboy
wearing a ten-gallon hat to
two-legged fillies for rent
walk around, engrossed in
their personal formula of
winning at the track.
While strange people
abound at Bay Meadows,
sometimes stranger yet for
the beginning bettor is the
huge racing board with the
horses, numbers odds and
money bet displayed for a
particular race
Actually, once the board

5

4

ranges from $2 to whatever
the addicted can afford.
Though it is safe to assume
people have gone into
financial trouble from
betting on horses, where
the money is being made is
oftentimes mistaken.
"We have worked it out
where we pay back 84 per
cent of all money bet on the

Wife of SJSU philosophy
professor Peter Koestenaum, Koestenbaum is
preparing for a reading at
’he Rainbow Lady Coffee
-louse, 408 E. William St., 7
a.m. Friday night.
Her poetry will be
eatured with that of poets
Karen Brodine and Francis
Phillips.
Koestenbaum is curently working on her
naster’s at San Francisco
;tate Univeisity.
"That nakedness"
This past summer she
lit together her first
ollection of peotry under
he title of "That Naked less,, and is currently
inking for a publisher.
Her poems she said are
’female, personal. autobio-

Concert
tickets
Students can now get
Aids for a four concert
eries including opera star
;race Bumbry and jazz
irtist Don Shirley through
he College Concert club
ponsored by Today’s
rtists.
The season, running
ram December through
IL reh is designed to
in ide a with variety of
lets at a low cost to college
ttidents.
rickets may be obtained
ro n Sue Ashford at 277{312 for a cost of $10.

Koestenbaum has had,
what she terms her
"unusual poetry,"
published in the "Nimrod"
and "Reed." both literary
magazines. "The Reed" is
an SJSU publication.
"I suppose my poetry is
unusual because in it I am
not really a feminist," she
said.
Very female
"In fact it’s very female
in that I look at it as being
special rather then linear."
she continued.
In comparing "female"
with "male" poetry,
Koestenbaum said. "I
think of male poetry as
being traditionally very
orderly with one thing
following another."
making
"I’m
generalizations," she
stressed, "but mine is the
very opposite of that. I try
to deal with what !consider
essentially a female experience. %filch is a lot of
things happening .at one
time.
"A good example of
these simultaneous experiences is my dream
poetry." she said. "l’hese
are poems in which I try to
reproduce the experience
of my dreams and treat
them as if they were real."
Strong reaction
When people read my
poetry:* she continued.
"there is usually a very
strong reaction. Its total
nakedness draws people in
immediately. or they are
repelled just as quickly."
she said.
This maybe because her
poetry attempts o ex-

AND NOW A FEW
MakikEN TS WITH...

mister
Common
sense
WHY, 1G0F./
NA/AE
NAK NEVER MIND, ,

’PATION:
1 am occupied with
deciding what my occupation is.
1(1 write down ivriter. I lie.
Do you find my name in
books
I write to curb the anger in
my eliist
to stake my own claim to
niy an days in my own
w
to shuck green facelessness
as if I Were an carol corn
to line. up leaves in leaf
lines
and mountains in mountain
lines
to deal with the black
wildness that threatens
when I think my sons may
gobo war
or Worse.
.4sk me my occupation in
flue years. will you?

non bptfoi.

security and everyoni else
who works at Bay
Meadows, the amount isn’t
as huge as would be
thought.
The San Mateo cot ;
presents thorough!) d
racing in the Fall, to t;ers
and pacers in the winter,
quarter horses in the
Spring and the racing
portion of the San Mateo
Fair each summer.
Horses such as
Seabiscuit and Citation, as
well as jockies Johnny
Longden and Bill
Shoemaker, have ridden
and walked the grounds of
Bay Meadows. which
opened in 1934.

Oa,
A veteran bettor contemplates what filly
would be the best choice in the upcoming
race Bay Meadows is frequented by all

types those interested in Making money
and those out lust for fun.

KSJS blowout fixed

Engineers at NS.IS
started out to replace a
tube in their transmitter
last weekend and ended up
rebuilding the whole thing
after a blow-out which left
the 90.7 spot on the FM dial
with 48 hours of dead air.
According to Program
Director Dave Mora, the
a nitquated transmitter,
located on top of the
library, blew up at I a.m.
Saturday and because of
the diligent efforts of chief
engineer Bill Matolyak and
"four minor miracles,"
was back on the air by I
a.m. Monday.
"First of all," Mora
said, "We were able to
locate all the parts."
Usually it takes six to eight
weeks to find and transport
eomponents from
Sacramento.

"Secondly, we were
able to find an electronics
firm that would work under
warranty, a requirement of
the state," he said.
The third miracle,
according to Mora, was
getting the same firm to
work on the weekend.
Finally, all contracting
and purchasing ’was ap-

proved by the university, a
feat that usually takes days
to weeks during regular
work time.
In addition to music programming, the major loss
was the SJSU-Long Beach
football game Saturday
night and a -taped interview
with SJSU President John
Bonze’.

Jean-Paul Sartre’s adaptation of Euripides’ "The
Trojan Women" will be
performed at 8 p.m., Oct.
28 through 30 and Nov. 4
through 6 in the Foothill
College Theatre in Los
Altos Hills.
The play portrays the
tragic fate of the women
and children of Troy after
their country’s conquest by
the Greeks.
Under the direction of
Doyne Mraz, the production will be enhanced by an
original musical score

composed by percussion
instructor Richard
Peterson.
The music will be by the
California Youth Symphony.
Tickets will be $2 for
students and seniors and
$2.5o general admission.

, COPIES
2’,12c
no minimum

-KINKO’S
29543%

123S. 3rd St.

ASPB Presents
idy, Oct 22

1111.1*It
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NCAN PLIISCIr tellS

RED FRONT SURPLUS

SALE

on
USED --RENTAL SKIS & BOOTS
$39.99
Glass Star w/Besser Binding
Glass Star w/ Salomon Binding . . . $39.99
$14.99
Henke Boots

THE INDEPENDENT EYE

Something Beautiful for Everyone
Use one of our convenfent charge plans Or
arner(cai, Eiipress BankArnencard Master Charge

Dessie
A play about child abuse
7..00p.m. -Student Union Ballroom FREE
,14y),1.11ffiri with thP ssloti
social work

GRANAT BROS

Song Stories

434 SO. FIRST ST.

JEWELERS SINCE 190.
I ASIR DOE MAL I. SAN
ktp,
iy
And (7.,n, Roads
AA, "
041,00,

A musical comedy
Irlassociatton with the school ot
il woe),
7:30 University Theatio
$1 00 advance tickets at A.S.B.O.
$1.50 at the door

297 1764
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26 OCT.76 WED. 27 OVEN THURS. 28 OCT.7G
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...of the week, as well as the date.
the month and, with just a flick of
the wrist (without pushing a button),
the time! The Pulsar Classic, in
stainless steel. $325. In 14 karat
yellow gold-filled. $425.

The theatrical minstrels of the midwest in
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’Trojan Women’
to be performed

perience without intellectualizing, she explained.
The following passage
was taken from Koestenbaum’s poem called "Your
Questionaire Has Become
My Manifesto"

horses to the winning
tickets," Pearlman said.
The remaining money is
divided up into five per
cent for Bay Meadows, six
per cent to the state of California and four Per cent to
the purses.
"That six per cent for
the state is nice considering they don’t do anything for it." he added.
Big grosses
The track does gross
$6.5 million a week. But
Pearlman explained when
you take five per cent of
that and start paying all
the vendors, people behind
the betting windows,

Poet wife of prof
Koestenbaum to read
graphical," and she LISt’s a
lot of what she terms
in
’’dream poetry’
relaying her various experienceF.

i 2-

trying for the inside track as the horses leave the gate starts 2 minutes is. ecdement tor bettor .
is understood, it can prove
quite helpful in acquiring a
small lot of money. It lists
current odds I which
change every few minutes
to keep the bettor informed), total money bet
for the race and a breakdown of the money bet on
each horse.
Betting at the windows

Before each race the horses are shown to there they can be seen close up and in
bettors and prospective bettors in the spected by the throngs of people who visit
paddocks underneath the grandstand Bay Meadows

By Marion Whittaker
Prior to the Women’s
movement, her style of
oeotry was not permissable
because it wasn’t taken
seriously. "Now," according to Phyllis Koestenbaum, "women artist have
a lot more freedoms then
they did, say 10 years ago."
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Small’s contribution belies name
By Dave Johnson
Spartan cornerback
Gerald Small has been
traveling most of his life.
and the coaching staff is
just glad he decided to pass
through San Jose.
Small, whose father has
made a career in the Air
Force, has lived in
England. Belgium and
France, in addition to being
stationed in North
Carolina. South Carolina,
New Mexico. and
California.
By the luck of the draw
(for SJSU ), Small’s father
was stationed at Edwards
on the Mojave
Desert, when it came time
for Small to graduate from
high school.
It seemed natural for
the three-sport ALL-CIF
man ( basketball and track,
in addition to football)
from the Desert High
School to stay in California
to attend college.
Although many schools
in both Southern and
Northern California sought
his services, the decision to
come to San Jose wasn’t
that difficult for Small.
Admired Colbert
"I liked the coaching
staff here, especially
former defensive backfield coach) Jim Colbert. I
had heard about him and
after I met him I wasn’t
disappointed. I liked him as
an individual.
The 20-year-old junior, a
guard in basketball and a
sprinter 1100. 220, and 140
relay) on his high school
teams, has toyed with the
idea of participating in the
other two sports at SJSU.
"When I was recruited
up here. I was going to play
basketball, but the seasons
are too long they overlap." he said.
He is still contemplating
coming out for coach Ernie
Bullard’s spring track
team mostly to condition
himself for football by
helping to imprene his
speed and running form.
"I’ll have to talk with
Coach Stiles about it." he
said, "because. it may
interfere with spring foot-

ball workouts. We begin
our weight training in
February."
When he first came to
San Jose, Small was small.
Behuse of the weight
training emphasized by the
SJSU coaching staff, he has
gained about 15 pounds to
his present weight of 188
without losing any speed.
In fact, according to
Spartan defensive coordinator Dick Mannini,
Small has gotten one-tenth
of a second faster (40 yard
dash) since he has been
here.
Converted quarterback
A quarterback and free
safety in high school, Small
was converted to cornerback soon after coming to
SJSU. Although he had
little experience. at the
position, he soon acquired a
lot of playing time there.
"In my freshman year
(1974). I played mostly on
the special teams." he
said, "but I got some time
in at corner after we had
games in control."
By the beginning of his
sophomore year, the.
starting left cornerback
position was his, and except for a twisted knee
which kept him out of most
of the first half of this
year’s Cz,fornia game, he
has been there ever since.
’In my sophomore
year. ( former cornerback
James) Ferguson and I
were the only cornerbacks
with any game’ experience.
SO I started right from the
first game." he. said.
He joined the starting
defensive backfield last
season at the same time as
free safety Joe Glaspie,
senior from Santa Ana. and
their association has been a
productive one.
"Joe and I have been
here two years. and we
work well together," he
said. "Last year. we. were
the two new guys in the
defensive backfield. and I
think we helped each other
out quite a bit.’’
Interception specialist
Small has made quite a
career of intercepting
passes in the last year-and-

’

oti
Gerald Small (above) has been called one of the premier
cornerbacks in the nation by head coach Lynn Stiles.
Small has spent a good deal of his life traveling around the
world het I, nOW .1 mainstay in the SJSU secondary.

(

sports

This season, through
seven games, he. is tied for
the team lead with three
other players ( Glaspie,
linebacker Hayford
Roberson. and right cornerback Steve Hint’s).
Each has picked off two
passes.
Last season, he fell one
shot t of the Spartan single

)

season record for interceptions. when he returned
seven for 104 yards and two
touchdowns.
In the San Diego State
game alone, he intercepted
three, including one which
he ran back 53 yards for a
touchdown.
"I could have had
another in that game," he
said. "but I dropped it. According to Mannini.

Small %%iis in position to
intercept about five other
passes last year, which fell
off his hands. But, Mannini
cautions, that is not a sign
of bad hands on the part of
Small.
"He has great hands,"
Mannini said. "I think
Gerald Small is probably
as good at his position as
anybody who plays that
position in the country.
"He’s one of those guys
the’ good Lord blessed with
great, great athletic.
ability. We’re lucky he’s a
junior and has another
year here, because, as good
as he is, he’s going to get
better."
Mannini said that
professional scouts have
timed him at 4.5 seconds in
the 40, in his sophomore’
year, and that, in addition
to his great hands, he also
has outstanding leaping
ability.
One weakness
"If he has a weakness,
it’s his support on runs,"
Mannini said, "but he’s
cc en improving that."
"He’s intelligent, coachable: he’s a competitior.
and he cares about the ball
club. In my own openion. I
think he has the chance to
be a very high draft choice
next year perhaps a first
round choice.
According to Small, the
key to making interceptions is for a cornerback to stay close to his
man.
"I think most interceptions are made in
to-manmancoverage," he said.
"When we play a zone, my
responsibilities are usually
to the. outside and deep. I
have to play off my man a
little. more.
"A lot of it is luck just
being in the right place at
the’ right time. Sometimes
you can be out of position
and still pick one off. This season, Small
intercepted a Guy Benjamin pass at Stanford and
also a Joe Paopao toss
against Long Beach State
Saturday night at Spartan
Stadium He also intercepted a pitchout by the.

Improvements still needed

Water polo, swim teams bounce back
By Ron L. Coverson
After the cancellation of
the water polo and swimming program last summer, followed by its
reinstatement and the’
addition of an all new
coaching staff. s.1Srs
agnamen are rebuilding
this year. The cohesie eness
-of this process is just now
coming into focus.

Comment
However. in order for
the. program to reach the
degree of excellence that it
achieved in 1968 when the
water polo team won the
national championship. a
few changes are needed to
make the program complete.
In order for the
program to function at the
peak of its capabilities.
there needs to be an addition of a summer
program, which will accomplish two things: 1 it
will better prepare the.
players for the’ upcoming
season which begins
almost simultaneously
with the’ opening of school;
2) it will make for a better
school representation in
relation to the. recruitment
:ind a Veep
cit hiull

athletes.
Athletic Director Bob
Murphy is dicing a commendable job in terms of
the program, especially
considering the fact that he
was involved in its reienstatement.
According to assistant
water polo coach Shone
Azarafar. Murphy is the
only individual in a position
of authority, that is making
the effort to push the
program past what
Azarafar described as an
"experimental year. "He’s doing a great job
and its not just his behind
the scenes work that has
been helpful." Azavafar
said.
’When we played
Pepperdine last month. he
came out to the’ game’ to see’
how we were doing, and
this was the first time in
the history of MSC that an
athletetic director had
attended a .water polo
game."
However, the. tea ms and
the program in general not
only need a better swimming facility, which by now
most students and faculty
are aware of, but also an
outstanding recruiting
year in order for its aspirations to materialize.
What athlete wants to
come to an institution that
!pi) en sure
hate

(lie’ Pro:.r 0111. ICI alone not
appear organized enough
to carry it out in a
responsible fashion.
It’s difficult to recruit
under these’ circumstance’s
and, not surprisingly, these
are the reasons why the
better athletes go to bigger
schools.
If a school. like S.ISCI, is
unable. because of lack of
financial support to offer
adequate scholarships to
prospective athlete’s the
next best thing to do is to
offer a program that
demonstrates competence
in organization.
A summer program,
similar to the one mentioned, is a demonstration
that a particular school is
interested in improving its
program, despite obvious
financial limitations.
Anti according to the

coachini2. stall this tthal is
essential.
Of course there is the
alternative of charging the
athletes certain fees for the
running of such a program.
and there is certain merit
to this idea, but even this
would not sufficiently
supplement such a
program.
Al present. the water
polo team is going through
what coach Tom Belfanti
characterized as a rebuilding year, but the team has
the potential, with the
addition of some strong
personnel, to be extremely
successful.
The graduation of Rick
Grahm, Al Layayen and
Gary Krage will leave
some’ big holes to fill
whether or not there is a
.team next year.
II reifies down to (hi’

tic
fact 0;11 aolci,
program receives the type.
of financial backing needed
to interest athletes into
coming to SJSU, there will
pontinue lobe’ problems.

ul New
L. tits 1rsity
Mexico’s option -oriented
quarterback. Noel Mac zone, and tightroped his
way down the sideline to
the New Mexico six yard
line. Both that play and the
interception in the Long
Beach game set up touchdowns scored by the SJSU
offense.

earns PCAA
recognition
Spartan weak outside
linebacker Radford
Roberson was named
PCAA defensive player of
the week, for his effort
Saturday night against the
Long Beach State 49ers.
Roberson was
nominated for the award
by the S.ISU coaching staff
after he helped throttle the.
49er offense with nine
tackles eight unassisted
two quarterback sacks.
and an interception for a
touchdown.
The 20-year-old sopomore, who did not start for
the Spartans at the.
beginning of the season,
had what head football
coach Lynn Stiles called
"his best game of the
season" against Long
Beach State.

For the first time in
NFL history the San Francisco 49ers will play a
regular season home game
on a Saturday night which
may cause problems for
49er-SJSU fans.
According to Sports
Information Director Wynn
Cook his office has not
received any call yet
complaining of .the clash
but is preparing special
ticket plans to sway fans
the SJSU-Fresno Stale
game.
"We are going to offer a
couple of special seating
plans geared to families,"
Cook said, "in hopes to
draw’ the fence-straddlers
over to our side."
Cook indicated that the
pre-game traffic is idon
tical to that of last wgi game against Long fie.igh
State.
"We thought it would bc.
bigger after a win but it’s
not." Cook said.
Provisions under the.
NFL-AFL merger iii 197(0
prohibit teams in the same

Proprietors

John Oleinik

Frank Laise

Bruce Olson

Marty Lynn

Gene McFarlane

Dick Genn

hese six have over 47 years romhineri experience
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area from schedulinn
games on the same day.
Because the Oakland
Raiders are at nom,.
against the Green Bay
Packers Sunnay the’ 49erFalcon game. was
scheduled for Saturdo
under the lights in Candlestick Park.
The 49er game could not
be televised locally. even ii
it was a sell out, because an
NFL ruling prohibits
tele% ision coverage on the
same day as local high
school or college games ;ire
being played.

Nikkinumt
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Because of the ruling
Faicon fans will view the
game on ;i delayed basis
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new Nikon p
Nikkomlat FT2 w12.0 lens
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FREE TICKET TO NIKON OWNER’S
COURSEA $10 VALUE ’’on
Of

Nikkormot sir purchase

Ilrit Shoo.

Nikon F2 vn02.0 lens
Full Systems Lamina Motor
Drive Capability So, Different
Finders Available
849950

Nikon F2 loll mode’,

s$50on oNikownnSeyrsstecmouCrseerti fe.C-c;e

-(PkOrMOt ki.Toll models

$35 1411.0o System Certificate
Nikon Owners Course
$15 Nikon System Certificate
Niko,- Owners Course

There’s never been a better time to buy o new Nikon
or Nikkormot camera than during this spectacular
Golden Opportunity!
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ISAA 20
Rank Team

GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY
SALE!

WINES & IMPORTED BEERS
$4.75
* DELI FOODS
024 E Santa Clam
San Jose, CA 95113

Unbeaten Clemson and
Hartwick held on to their
one. and two positions
respectively.
A powerful division II
team Hayward State has
surprisingly appeared on
the ISAA 20 this week in the
No. 15 spot.
The Spartans will close
out their present four game
road trip in College
Stadium Nut 2 against the
oieneeis.

SJSU gate threatened

$3995’

* UMBRELLAS
KEG BEER *
Fir, El Aldr.dr, M,CtillotJgh

soccer beam.
ranked first in the Far
West, maintained their
sixth position on the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America top 2(1
(ISAA 20) this week.
The once -beaten
Spartans were. as high as
fourth on the national
charts two weeks ago
following their 1-0 doubleovertime upset of defending NCAA champions
University of Sat Francis.

Roberson

Alt(’
Liquors

x;

Booters ranked
sixth nationally

NIKON CAMERA CLINIC
AT OUR SUNNYVALE ONE
FRI., OCT. 22 from 6pm to ?pm
ttttt
AelvAni
..... 1, 11 10100r
littt

NIKON CAMERA CHECK
SUNNYVALE Ye/ 1 I. Comoro Noe /32
Mew, 10
Me. ’,et NMI 10 .7h,.,
Ye JOS( 111 Teen *Country Yen. 14400,
red.
He* 10 Memel,
lel en SC
raa.a,,aa. 5570755
vow
MIN
Hewn 10 Mi..
F
en On

AT OUR MT. VIEW STORE
SAT., OCT. 13 from 10am to 3pm
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Kane approaches career yardage record
By Larry Goldstein
Barring something unforseen
such as an
earthquake Rick Kane
will become the all time
leading ground gainer in
SJSU grid history Saturday
night in Spartan Stadium.
Kane. a 21 -year -old
senior, needs only 12 yards
to break the career rushing
record set by Johnny Johnson in 1960-62. Johnson
rushed for 1,700 yards on
366 carries in his three year
career.
Kane has toted the
pigskin 310 times and
netted 1689 yards in his
rushing career with the
Spartans. But the most
amazing thing about
Kane’s accomplishments is
that he has done it while
starting only 11 games
during his year and a half
at SJSU.
Kane began the 1975
season as the number four
tailback behind Mary
Stewart, Steve Bruce, and
Walter Robinson. Due to
injuriers to Stewart and
Bruce and Kane’s own
ability he moved into the
starting role against
University of Pacific in the
sixth game of 1975 season.
In that game Kane

racked up 196 yards on 30
carries and has continued
to dazzle opponents,
teammates, coaches and
fans with his fancy footwork ever since.
Mental toughness
Kane possesses many
physical attributes which
lend to his running talents.
He is fairly big. 6-0 and 200
pounds, has 1.6-40 speed.
and is also physically
strong.
However, it is his mental
attitude that is the key to
his success according to
fellow players and coaches.
"He. has somewhat of a
cocky’ attitude," said
James Tucker who is the
number two tailback
behind Kane.
"Don’t get me wrong,
this works to his advantage
because he has lots of
confidence, runs hard and
is not afraid to stick his
nose in there," added
Tucker.
Offensive coordinator
Doug Kay also believes
that it is Kane’s mental
toughness that makes him
the outstanding runner that
he is.
"Rick has innate
toughness. He has all the
physical ability in the

world but if he didn’t have
that mental attitude he has
he wouldn’t get all the
yards he does," Kay said.
"He has the ability to
make the big play and gets
a lot of yards on his own.
He is a genuine. pleasure to
wach and works real hard
in practice." Kay added.
"Rick is a super individual."
Senior offensive tackle
John Blain believes that
Kane is one of the team
leaders. However, he leads
by example and not by
what he says, according to
Blain. "He is a leader and
it is definite advantage to
have him out on the field.
He uses his intelligence
when he is out there and
that is why he gets so many
yards on his own." Blain
said.
Last year Kane rambled
for 1144 yards, a new SJSU
single season mark, and
Blain feels that this is a
reflection on the offensive
line’s ability as well as
Kane’s.
Praises line
"He appreciates his
lineman and when he got
his 1000 yards last year. "It
made the line look good as
well as Rick." he said.
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SJSU’s Richard Van Horn aims the ball
goalward during a recent practice session.
The Pcloists will travel down south for
three contests this weekend which will

feature a confrontation with the third
ranked Gauchos from the University of
Santa Barbara.

Poloists venture south,
battle ranked Gauchos

0

ire
ire
tP

Ron L. Coverson
thing. but they %%ill also
SJSU’s Polosits venture
have a home pool adsouth this weekend to fare. vantage and we are going
three of the stronges’
to have to get psyched up in
teams they have en- order to be really ready,"
countered thus far this Azarfar said.
season, in the form of
Santa Barbara barely
Claermont College, CSV lost to the top ranked CAL
San Luis Obisbo. and UC Bears earlier in the year,
Santa Barbara.
and come 1 p.m. Saturdy
Assistant coach Shone safternoon the Spartans will
Azarfar called this need to be well rested from
weekends games the. most the previous nights game
important set of contests with Claremont in order to.
that the ;flagmen have be fully prepared for the
engaged in thus far.
third ranked Gauchos.
"These games are really
The Spartans, however,
crucial. and will tell us alot will be without the services
about what’s in store for of reserx goalie Larry
the rest of the season."
Miller. who spent WedA 12 man traveling squad nesday night in San Jose
will accompany Azarfar Hospital with a had case of
and head ’coach Tom the flu.
Belafanti when the. team
He is expected to make
leaves for San Luis Obisbo the trip but whether he ,
today at 10 a.m. for a 6 p.m. see action or not
encounter with CSUSLO.
questionable.
"Playing these three.
In regards to the Sparstrong squads alone, is one tans controversial loss le

The Associated Students
present

4ECK
3pm

Lb , I im ersity of Pacific
la si saturday. a formal
protest has been lodged by
the Spartan coachin,;
staff. But it is expected that
nothing will come of it.
"I talked to one of the
head officials, Bob Lee, the
other day and he said that
there isn’t much chance of
any change in the final
score," Azarfar said.
"The only thing that will
possibly come out of it is
that we may never play at
UOP again. At least not if
those same refs are still
doing games "

By Dennis Howe
San Diego State
University’s threat to
recruit more than the
national limit of 30 football
players a year has gotten
some sympathetic
response from Bob Murphy, SJSU Athletic
Director, and Spartan head
football coach Lynn Stiles.
The Aztecs, competing as
independents this year
following some years with
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association in which SJSU
competes, has suggested it
would risk a reprimand or
probation to enhance its
program by recruiting
more than the nationally
allowed limit.
San Diego is reportedly
interested in joining the
Pacific -8 or Western
Athletic conferences.
San Diego State has
operated under a junior
college recruit program
whereby they only have 60
players in their program
from recruiting efforts, due
to the 2-year turnover of
junior college transfers.
According to Murphy
west coast schools lean
more heavily on the two
year transfer students to
fill their rosters, whereas
the eastern schools use
more athletes right out of

high school.
This allows them to have
more players on the roster
from recruiting because of
the four-year turnover
rate.
"Given the financial
capabilities those schools
can operate at the
recruiting and scholarship
limits of 95 players,"
Murphy said.
At SJSU the problem lies
more than in the junior
college recruitment policy.
which the school uses.
"Financial limits are
also important. We
couldn’t %afford 95 even if
we could recruit them "
Murphy said.
"The biggest problem we
have is we don’t have the
bodies to practice with,"
Murphy added.
"We have to use our top
defensive players to act as
the opponent during
practice and our offense to
serve as the opponent. It
cuts our practice time in

half," Murphy continued.
This point was also
lamented by Stiles.
"We don’t have the
numbers which would
allow us to have scout
teams to prepare for each
game," Stiles said.

/41%1E4
WAR
20% Guys & Gals
OFF

STYLE CUTS
CURLY WAVES

M1 i COUPON

294-4086
4,

35 S FOURTH ST.
SJSU campus

Stiles agrees with the
NCAA policy which limits
schools to the same
number though.
"When I was a coach in
we had
the Big Ten ()awoI
a conference imposed limit
of 35. We would play
Colorado and Nebraska
from the Big Eight and
they would have 60 or 65. It
just wasn’t good," SW),
said.
"Whether we go to junior
college players or not
depends on our needs N.
question I would prefer to
go out and get 60 play s
and just use junior college
players to fill in whet.,
needed," Stiles added.
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Denims now $10 99
Vests for $9 99

Dittos all Myles now SIO 99
Assorted scarves 50%

FOR BOTH

October lst-31st at

w FURNITURE
1- MAN
I!IP, Featuring:

attention to

Jimmy Carter & Gerald Ford
Today, Oct. 21st

noon

Costonoan Room
Student Union
FREE, of course

6 -piece bedroom group
Box spring and mattress
5-piece dinette set
Table lamps or swag lamps
Divan Er Chair
Studio couch
Three-room group
All -wood patio furniture
9-plece corner group

159.95
49.95
69.95
12.95
139.95
89.95
399.00
29.95 up
169.95

Many More Specials!
Free gilt with am4purchase
Easy Credit
Free Delivery

161 So. Second St.
Open: M F 9-9;

Sat.

96;

Still
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Find out about the two and four-year Air
Force ROTC programs today They both get
you an Air Force commission an excellent
starting salary challenging work, responsibility. promotions, and a secure future with
a modern service
Air Force ROTC also prepares you for
leadership positions ahead Positions such

Air Force Officer Qualifying Test
Testing date - October 30, 1976
Call today for an appointment
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Stiles didn’t agree. %kit’
the Aztecs methods t.
dispute though. " I
threaten the. NCAA is t
really open up a can e’
worms I wouldn’t want to
deal is ith.- Stiles concluderl

wwg.

GRAND OPENING
SALE

speaking on:

with special

Pm

19P1
,

Dr. Ralph L. Moellering
"Religion and the Presidency
1789-1976"

MIC

to play professional football but will wait to see how
things go.
"It has always been a
dream of mine to turn pro.
But right now I’m concerned ve ith us winning the
rest of our games. There is
no reason we shouldn’t
finish the season 8-3," he
said.
Head coach Lynn Stiles
feels that Kane is pro
material but hopes that
Kane won’t look too far
ahead.
"I’ve been around some
real good backs in my
coaching career. I’ve seen
Ed Podolak, lames McAllister. Kermit Johnson and
Wendell Tyler. Rick is in
the. same class," Stiles
said.
"I think he is a pro
prospect but if he takes
care. of today. temorrovt
will take care of itself." he
said.
No matter what the
future holds for Kane one
thing is for sure: unless
something unforsri
happens between now
Saturday he will bee -’,e
the all time career msner
in Spartan history. -

Aztecs blast recruiting limits

A CLARA
E. CA.

s.

Kane has nothing but decision quickly or he.
San Diego players eligible’
Maybe it . %asn’t a
praise for his offensive would have to waste a year
for competition. In the
miracle but one day Kane
lineman. He knows records of eligibility.
process Kane also became
from
a
phone
call
received
are a team accomplisheligible because &NC is
Program great
Willard Wells, an assistant
ment as well as an indivi"When I got back home
also a member of the
coach at SJSU at the time.
dual one.
to Pleasanton I began
PCAA.
"Wells called and asked
"I couldn’t have done calling some of the schools
me if I would like to play
Kane had to complete his
what I have without the in the area (Stanford, UC
football for San Jose next
second year of schooling
help of the line and good Berkeley and SJSU ) to let
season (1975). I couldn’t
and graduate with an
blocking fullbacks like them know I was
believe it and of course I
Associate Arts degree
Lewis (Nelson) and Pat available." Kane said.
said sure." Kane exbefore the summer of 1975
(Kohlman ). They all make
"Then one day I came
plained.
ended. He was able. to do
my job a lot easier. They down here and one of the
The sudden turn of
this and thus became
scratch my back and I first people I ran into was
events came as a result of a
eligible to play last year.
scratch their back," Kane Dan Durbin. Durbin was up
PCAA ruling involving San
Pro Career
said.
at Oregon at the same time
Diego State University.
Ironically Kane was one
If Kane had been able to I was and he told me I had
The Aztecs had promised
of the stars in last year’s
attend SJSU for four years to come down here.
eligibilty to six transfers
31-7 victory ()ter San
instead of only two he
"He told me the program
for the 1975 season. NCAA
Diego. He scamper.ed for
might have easily gotten was really great and that
rules state that a transfer
144 yards on 24 carries and
over 3000 yards in his coach (Darryl) Rogers was
student must sit out one
scored a pair of touchcareer. But unfortunately really super," Kane said.
year from the date of
downs..
Kane enrolled at De Anza
he took a little side trip to
transfer in order to comjunior college in Cupertino
Eugene, Ore.
pete in intercollegiate
Kane is Business major
"When I got out of high and had accepted the fact
sports.
but thinks it will take at
by
recruited
that he probably wouldn’t
school I was
But the PCAA voted to
least one extra semester
Oregon, Colorado, be playing football in 1975
before he gets his degree..
waive the rule for one year
Nebraska and Notre Dame unless a miracle occurred.
only in order to make the
Kane says he would like
along with San Jose and a
lot of other schools," Kane
said.
"I had it narrowed down
to Colorado and Oregon
and for some reason I
chose Oregon. It was really
a big mistake," Kane
explained.
The program at Oregon
was filled with dissension
and received little support
from the fans, according to
Kane.
"It was a poor program.
There were conflicts
between blacks and whites,
a losing attitude among the
coaches and very little
support for the team.
"Everything just built
up and one day 1 woke up
and said the hell with this. I
packed my bags and called
the coaches and let them
know of my decision. .1
don’t think they really took
me seriously," Kane said.
That morning when Kane
decided to leave Oregon he
really didn’t know if he John Blake (77)
at Spartan Stadium. Kane led all ball
moves in to block for a
would end ua in San Jose.
carriers in the game with 105 yards as the
stumbling Rick Kane (42) in Saturday
According to Kane he night’s Spartan win over Long Beach State
Spartans downed L BS 34 7
knew that he had to make a

missile launch ofas aircrew member
ficers
mathematicians
engineers
and research and development scientists
Find out today about the benefits of the Air
Force ROTC program Its a great way to
serve your country and to help pay for your
college education

Contact: AFROTC
MacQuarrie Hall, Rm 4
Tele. 277-2743

Air Force R( Y1’
Gateway to a Great Win.
of Life
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Seniors aided by students
in receiving nutritious meals

Siinior citizens enioy hot and nutritious meals in San Jose through the aid of SJSU students.

First CSUC student trustee
finds colleagues responsive
Kay Carlson. of San
Francisco State University. the California State
Universities and Colleges
"(CM:CI system. said she
has found the other
trustees responsible to students’ problems and
willing to listen to students’
ideas,
Carlson.
first student trustee to be appointed by Got . Brown, is a
sating member of the
board oftrustees.
Term expires
Her one-year term expires in March. Brown recently increased the
student trustee’s term of
office to two years. but
Carlson said she doesn’t
know whether she will run
again because if her heavy
schedule.
She is a graduate
student in American history and corporate
secretary for the A.S.
board of directors at San
Francisco State.
Carlson said she has encountered no problems
lk it h the trustees because
she is a student.
"It takes a while for
them ii, d1 di if ;hey are

,re
Kay Carlson
going to respect the
opinions of individual trustees, whether they (new
trustees) are students or
not," Carlson said. "But I
think all the trustees are
eager to know how I feel
about issues."
Board listens
Carlson also said the
board listens carefully to
issues the California State
Universities and Colleges
Student Presidents
CSUctil’A
Association
bring, up

She worked with the
CSUCSPA to open faculty
review committees to* the
students and allow them to
express their feelings
about instructors.
She also attempted to
establish student government control of A.S.
budgets, but since it failed
to pass university presidents still are allowed to
veto budget allocations.
Carlson said it is important for a student
trustee to remain independent of student
groups because the trustees are there to represent
all of the people who are
concerned with the
universities and not just
the students.
"But since I am a student I am especially interested in how students
feel." she said. "And one of
the best ways to do this is to
work with the student body
presidents’ association.
But she added, "I don’t
always take the same
position as the CSUCSPA
takes."
Carlson would also like
to see Brown allocate more
in,tructionally relateo ac-

tivities (IRA) funds. She
feels athletics should be included in the IRA funds and
"should be paid for by the
government not the A.S.
"As long as the
universities offer a degree
in physical education, the
government should pay for
athletics." she said.
Carlson also feels
strongly about lack of student participation in A.S.
elections.
Ideas wasted
"I think the student
body government could do
a lot more if they had more
students behind them," she
said. "Individual campus
organizations could really
have an impact if they
wanted to."
Students’ ideas go to
waste if they don’t present
them to someone with authority, she added.
"We have student seats
on so many university committees that go unfilled,"
she said. "It would be a
great experience for the
student and would benefit
the campuses and the
CSUC system as a whole I if
more students volunteered

By ’tyke Feinman
Senior citizens are receiving hot and nutritious
meals and enjoying leisure
activities daily with the aid
of SJSU students and a
$74.550 grant from Santa
Clara County and the city
of San Jose.
The lunch program is
being served at Story
Road Apartment Action
Center and the Hillview
Neighborhood Center, both
in East San Jose.
Thirteen graduate
students in social work are
at the Teaching Learning
Center (TLC/, putting into
practice what they have
learned in classes, according to S.ISU lecturer
Olivia Hernandez, who
supervises the students.
"Every first -year
graduate student in social
work spends one year in a
TLC." said Dr. Cris Ruiz,
director of the TLC at Story
Road Apartments.
"Students do translating for Spanishspeaking families, help

Service seeks
minority grads
free service which
provides names to
graduate schools which recruit minority students is
available to SJSU juniors,
seniors and recent alumni.
According to Luis
Nieves, associate director
of the Minority Graduate
Student Locator Service
( MGSLS), this year more
graduate schools than ever
are participating in the
program.
The MGSLS was started
in 1971 to assist graduate
schools in recruiting
minority applications.
The service enables
minority students to make
their interest in graduate
education known to schools
seeking minority students
through the MGSLS, the report said.
Students wishing to enroll in the MGSLS may also
register through the

Help provided by refresher course
for educationally disadvantaged vets
i
A refresher coot
educationally (listedvantaged veterans is oftered at SJSU through the
Veterans Affairs Office.
The program. Veterans
Education Counseling and
Training fi ir Opportunity
Readiness i vErrott I was
so up hy the Veterans Administration to pros ide
special assistance for
oerans who w ant to get
into college, a trade school
or receive the equivalent of
a high school diploma.
-VEcTolt is extremely
ital hcca use a lot if Vets
ar(’ lacking the basic edurational skills." Keith
111)0 lea ski. V ECTOR
super% isor
Veterans on the
program r,ceixe the same
amount 01 money thee;

ttLl(l
LII1 en under the
G.I. bill, but will not lose
any time off G.I. bill entitlements, opalewski said.
Program individualized
"The program is geared
to the inda idual because
es cry student is at a difft-rent place." Opalewski
said. "Some may read at a
sixth grade level: some
m.o. lte up to a college
sc pita rice or junior
is it.
Veterans are given a
Nelson -Denny test before
and after taking the
VErfOR course to de!ermine their reading
level.
-Usually everyone in creases an average of one’
or two grade levels after
taking the’ course’,"
Opalewski said.

.1he classes are held in
the Veterans Affairs
Building. Students take
course which emphasize
imprivement of math and
English skills, with
secondary courses in history. social science and no
tura I science.
Improves skills
While the’ basic concern
of VECTOR is improving
educational skills, th
program is also designed
help with personal
problems.
Outreach is a section of
SJSU’s Veteran Affairs
program. The program
provides a counselor, paraprofessional peer counselors and consultation
with Ron Sands, coordinator of drug and alcohol
rehabilitation at the Palo

Newsman talks tomorrow
projoi Timm:ilea sandy
Gal!
-etdk ii .ISU
polo’ .
nee. African
Studies and tournalism
classes tomorrow .
S p on ,c red by the’
BritishAni tie an Assetciates Gall will begin his
tour by ...peaking to a
inempar;ititr politics class
at 9:10i a.m. in ED 133.
The following hour, Gall
will (li-ce,,, media in
Britian to a lournalisM
clii,s in lit 11 Ai 11:30
the

Rhodesian situation to an
African studies class.
A news film prepared by
Gall and shown on British
television is scheduled for 2
p.m. in .IC 21)2. A 2:0 a.m.
lecture will follow in .1C
203.
Now with Independent
iSaal News in London,
Gall cot ered the Congo
War in the early 1960s. the
Six -Day and Yam Kippur
wars in the. Middle East
and the X ionam War from
its inception to the fall of

Saigon in 1975.
In 1972, while reporting
on the expulsion of the
Asian community from
Uganda, he was arrested
and held without charge by
the Ugandan army.

Alio Hospital. Sands comes
to .1.1SU on a weekly basis.
Some veterans, who
have trouble with alcoholism, drug addiction and
family related problems,
are informed about
VECTOR by Outreach personnel. Opalewski said.
These are "hard core’

Businessmen
will discuss
qualifications
More than 20 representatives from the Business world will be on hand
to discuss job qualifications during "Career
Exploration Days" on
November land 5 at SJSU.
The two-day program.
which is being sponsored
ley the School of Business
Alumni Association and the
Business Minority Program, will run from 9:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday.
November 4, and from 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Friday. November 5. in the
St talent Union’s Loma
Poeta Room.

GOLDEEN’S
Li-A-Err C1-1.A.ITC
Furniture Clearance Outlet

Game Table &

Saw 106 on jet fares
to Europe and book
anytime you want.

Chairs

5995
unassembled
Knock et down rind takn it with you,

EVERYDAY BAR(.AINS ON:
\ ,,,

,

450 Bo. First Bt.
Open Mon Sat 10 6 p m

1

Icelandic

11411%1.11.1 1 1111... 11111 KINN. 01 1%1 *4111111 1111 111111%1..

with transportation. They
help children with drug
problems, stealing and the
problem of gang activities," she said.
The TLC works with
community action agencies, ethnic agencies, the
police department. mental
health agencies, adoption
and legal aids services.
"Social workers are
advocates for the poor and
needy. Students are learning to grope and cope with
bureaucracies and the
hostility," Ruiz said.
Anthony Ortega worked
with the Tenant’s Union at
the Story Road Apartments
for his first year of
graduate fieldwork ex:
perience.
The Tenants Union tried
to improve the living conditions of the complex owned
by the Department of
Housing and Urban
Development.
"The government
bureaucracy never took us
seriously. When we wanted
specific information, in -

street people" usually and
are difficult to get into the
program. Opalewski said.
But "until their personal
problems are resolved,
they can’t get as much out
of the program."
Helps disadvantaged
The program involves
about 160 students a year.
About 40 per cent of them
usually
go into college
the junior colleges.
Another 15 per cent go into
vocational training, and
the rest uaually go into an
on-the-job training
program.
Opalewski feels VECTOR is a people oriented
program that caters to the’
vet. The program helps
give the educationally
disadvantaged vet the
chance to compete in today’s society, he said

Graduate Record Examination (GRE).
Students are not required to take the GRE in
order to participate. Instructions for registering
are included in the MGSLS
or the GRE booklet.
Deadlines for entering
registration forms are Nov.
17 and Feb. 2 for the two
lists the service will issue
during the 1976-77 school
year.
Graduate schools request the names of students
by specifying one or more
of four student characteristics: ethnic backgrond,
intended graduate major
state of residence and
degree graduate objectives. the report said.
The graduate’ schools’
specifications are matched
against the student pool.
Following each search.
the names of students in
the MGSLS pool who match
a school’s specifications
are sent to the school on a
student roster output form,
the report continued.
In addition to the student’s name and address,
the form contains all the information collected from
the student via the registration form.
Graduate schools then
use the student roster and
the information it contains
to contact the sttidents and
invite them to apply for admission, the report said.
The locater service is
not an application to
graduate school and cannot
guarantee admission, the
report said, but is intended
to supplement rather than
replace the student’s own
independent efforts to locate and seek admission to
a suitable graduate program.
Registration materials
are available in the testing
office on campus or
students may write to
Minority Graduate Student
Locator Service. Box 2615.
Princeton, N.J. 014541i

formation available to the
public through the Freedom of Information Act.
they gave us the runaround.
"They would never
make any decisions about
anything," Ortega said.
Ortega presently is
doing research for the TLC,
trying tel determine what
kind of programs the senior
citizens want.
The senior citizens at
the Story Road Apartments
organized a club to coordinate activities like bingo
games and weekend trips.
"The minute we get
through eating lunch,
everybody wants to play
bingo, so it’s hard to get organized." said club president Frank Martinez.
The seniors tell Hernandez what they want and
she and the students see if
they can arrange it.
The center at Story
Road Apartments serves 40
lunches per day and the
center at Hillview serves 80
persons a day.
"We also provide take
home meals if the senior’s
spouse is ill or if they are ill

themselves," Hernandez
added.
The student in the first
year of graduate fieldwork
starts off by getting to
know the families.
"I try to assess their
needs. Right now I’m organizing self-help groups,"
said Gail Pierce. graduate
student in social work.
"I’ve learned that .if an
individual in a family has a
problem, other members of
the family have problems
also," she said.
"I refer them to
agencies but I alwLys
check the agency out first
before I refer them."
The reason the students
check out the social service
agency before referring a
client is to make sure the
agency takes the proper attitude toward a client. according to Hernandez.
"Too many clients get
tossed from one agency to
another and get lost."
Hernandez said. "We want
that to stop as soon as possible so we ask the students
to check out the agency in
advance."

Political candidates
at Faculty Club today
Local incumbents and
challengers for seats in the
U.S. House of Representatives, state assembly
and state senate will appear today in a "Meet the
Candidate" session from
2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
SJSU Faculty Club at
Eighth and San Salvador
streets.
Among the candidates
to appear will be Rep. Don
Edwards. 111th Congressional district incumbent.
State Sen. Alfred Alquist.
fl-San Jose. and Ernest

Konnyu. a Republican
opposing Norman Mineta.
13th Congressional district.
The public is invited.
For more information. call
Dr. Peter Buzanski at 2772110.

1
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Safety campaign promised

Police to ticket bicyclists

news summary
College enrollments decline
CINCINNATI (API College enrollment may
have declined nationwide
about 1 per cent this fall to
an estimated 11,126,000, according to an expert who
said his preliminary findings are a "surprise and a
shock."
Dr. Garland Parker,
executive director for Enrollment Policy and Educational Research at the
University of Cincinnati,
said the declines had not
been expected before 1980.

Parker said predictions
had calied for an increase
of 4.5 per cent this year
following last year’s increase of 9 per cent.
Parker, who will publish
final tabulations in two
American Coliege Testing
Program Special Reports
next spring, said his findings were based on enrollment reports received
from 688 representative
colleges and universities
enrolling some 1.5 million
students. More than 3,000

institutions will be covered
in the final report.
He did not name the institutions surveyed but said
they include public,
private, two-year and fouryear, religious and
seminary institutions.
Parker said that if the
early findings are borne
out in the final report it will
be the first such decline
since 1951.
Among reasons for the
apparent decline, Parker
cited the following: Many

Banks advised to comply
with state anti -boycott law
’AL
11

SACRAMENTO (API ’a I ifornia Treasurer Jesse
Unruh says the state will
lot do business with any
)ailk, including the Bank of
kmerica, that does not
limply with a new state
a w barring firms from
ioycotting Israel.
Susan Taha, spokesvoman for the Bank of
tmerica in San Francisco,
eiterated today that the

bank intends to comply
with the new state late that
goes into effect Jan. 1.
"The Bank of America
does not boycott Israel,"
Taha said.
She added that the bank
acts as an intermediary,
handling letters of credit
from Arab banks that can
contain a discriminatory
clause against Israel.

In California, Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. has signed
legislation that - will
provide, starting next year,
for fines up to $1 million a
day and other sanctions
against firms that honor
the boycott.
When Brown signed the
bill last month, the bank
said it would comply with
the law.

Medi-Cal loses $2.2 billion
in fraudulent drug billings
SACRAMENTO (AP ) Large-scale fraudulent
billing in the $2.2 billion
Medi-Cal program was indicated in an audit of pharmacies, state health officials said yesterday.
More than 30 per cent of
the pharmacists in the survey were reported to be
overbilling the state for
drugs frequently. One case
involved more than $72,000
in overcharges in three
years.
The figures, which department officials said
were much worse than they

expected, prompted state
Health Director Jerome
Lackner to announce a
compUterized program to
oversee every Medi-Cal
billing.
He also said inspectors
would be sent into offices of
doctors and other Medi-Cal
providers if necessary to
check excessive billings.
Aides to Lackner said
they couldn’t estimate how
much money the state was
losing in Medi-Cal fraud, or
how the pharmacy abuse
rate compared to doctors
and others in the program

But the audit is the
latest sign of troubles in the
Medi-Cal program, which
now provides health care
for about 2.7 million needy
persons.
Of about 130 cases of
significant abuse, department officials said 18
involved $1,000 or more in
the last year.
They said abuses included billing for drugs
that wpre never furnished
or for which no records
were kept, billing for more
expensive drugs than were
furnished, charging more
to Medi-Cal than to private
patients, and splitting prescriptions into smaller
amounts to increase dispensing fees.

VIcCarthy’s write-in
:ampaign accepted
SACRAMENTO (IPA
;’ormer U.S. Sen. Eugene
bfcCarthy is an official
vrite-in candidate for
iresident in the Nov. 2 elecion in California, the
ecretary of state’s office
aid yesterday.
McCarthy, running as
n independent, filed write.’ candidacy papers with
ecretary of State March
’ong Eu last Friday, said
’aren Daniels, Eu’s press
ecretary.
It means votes for

6 perish in
wer crash,
thers lost

The state is trying to recover the money in each
case, but the only one referred for prosecution was
the $72,080, three-year
claim against Medical Arts
Pharmacy of San Jose,
officials said.

McCarthy will be counted,
but the totals won’t be
known on election night because the machinery is not
geared for tabulating
write-ins, Daniels said.
The former Minnesota
Democratic senator, Who
sought that party’s
presidential nomination in
1968 and 1972, failed to get
his name on the ballot in a
petition campaign. He also
was unable to get the
courts to order placing his
name on the ballot.

The operator of that
pharmacy, Charles Swanson, 47, was convicted of
Medi-Cal fraud in July,
fined $5,000, and ordered to
spend a year working at
low pay as a pharmacist on
an Indian reservation in
Billings, Mont.

DENIM
FAVORITES!

LULING, La. AP ) - A
lorwegian tanker crashed
roadside into a loaded
ush-hour Mississippi
iver ferry yesterday.
apsizing the river boat
nd throwing many pasnigers and vehicles into
te swift-moving river.
Sixteen bodies were rewered and officials said
any other passengers
ere missing.
St. Charles Parish
heriff John St. Amant said
iere were only 18 known
irvivors and predicted
iat rescue forces will find
:out 35 vehicles and as
any as 75 people at the
Atom of the river.
There was no official
tuft of the number of perms aboard the ferry, but
finials said it could hold
to 140.
Fifteen survivors were
ken to a Luling hospital
d St. Amant said he
ubted more survivors
nild be found.

BLUE
CHAMBRAY
SHIRTS!
You’ll feel great at work or play in thc,,
able all-cotton long sleeve shirts. Preshrunk to
insure fit. A terrific buy at 45.98 or $698 for per
manent.press.
lust

$598

RED Er BLUE
BANDANAS!
Accent your wardrobe with these colorful Et cool
roffon bandanas Only at the Workingman’s

3

for

’1"

THE

WORKINGMAN’S
STORE

5’4Spi

ALL STYLISTS
_
__
TRAINED
IN ’YOSH’ TECHNIQUE

heacts
cpn
HAIR ESIGN

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Phone 377-1601
2080 S. tlascoiri Avenue (next to Denny’s)
Campbell

U.S. remains
opposed to
Arab boycott
WASHINGTON lATh Commerce Secretary
Elliot Richardson said yesterday the government remains opposed to the Arab
boycott of Israel and is
urging American companies not to take part in
the practice.
Richardson, testifying
before a House Government Operations subcommittee, said he is committed to the "United
States’ policy to oppose the
Arab boycott and to encourage and request
American business concerns not to comply with it
in any fashion."
He said public disclosure of boycott reports
are a positive step.

drivers.
lead to accidents.
The bike is a vehicle
Motorists should think
under the California
"car" when they see a
Vehicle Code. A rider has
bike. Perhaps in their imall the rights and responagination, they should imsibilities of a car or truck.
pose the outline of a car
Ride with the flow of
around a bike to give it
traffic, never against it.
width and length. Then
Ride as close to the right
they’ll be less likely to viocurb or roadway edge as
late its space.
you can.
At intersections, give
Be careful when riding
cyclists room. When turnpast a parked car or standing right, be careful not to
ing car. The car could pull
pinch the cyclist between
into your path or the driver your car and the curb.
could strike you with the
Night driving is escar door.
pecially hazardous because
Look for bikes or cars bicyclists are often inthat may want to pass you
visible because of lack of
before you make a turn.
reflective clothing or
car
that
may
Any bike or
lietik
be affected by your turn
'OPY-RIGHT
should be signalled to.
Never insist on taking
Y2 C
[ iXRoCOPIER3
REIPOC
the right of way. Wait until
NO MIN
SHARP
it is yielded to you.
CLEAR
STU ID
OUATt Do t AMiNAToitai
Don’t try to show off
Ii inostANi ROOK ONION,
while riding a bike. Acro2939 Park, Santa Clara
batic or stunt riding will

Applicants
sought for
3 board posts
Three elected positions
are open to persons ages 18
to 24 on the 21 -member
board of directors for the
downtown Mental Health
Center, 300 S. Second St.
Interested persons can
fill out an application before the 7:30 p.m. election
Oct. 26 at the Nolinder
Neighborhood Center.
William and 19th streets.
Applicants must live in
the downtown area and will
be required to attend
monthly meetings. Governing board members also
would be required to
participate in committee
work.
Among the upcoming
activities, according to
Joan Corsigilia, a current
board member, will be a
needs assessment study for
the center and the appointment of a full-time
director
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PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
Et HARMONY
CLASSICAL
TO JAZZ
20 YEARS EXPER
IENCE. CALL 225-7013
BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So, 1st Sr. 294 2930
New and used, Afro American
Latino, Chicano. Native Amen
can. Marxrst. svornen’s labor,
children’s -books h much more
Selected posters Et records
Friendly personal service
Browsers welcome. Ask about
nur special events. Open 1010 6.
Mon. through Sat
AWAKEN Your fantasies while
condrtioning your body Eufrasra
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced Small classes
aidovidual attention Studios
San Jose Et Santa Clara
241 1300
KUNG FU is now available at the In
statite of PsychoPhysieal De
velopment la non profit educa
tional corporation) 325 S First
St , Oth Floor. San Jose Classes
are on MON the, THUR at 7 p.m
and SAT at 10 am spectators
welcome Full time students 112
units or more) get a 15% dos
count For more information drop
by or call 293 6611
The Christian Science Organization
trivets at 3 30 Wednesdays in the
SJSU Student Chapel
Tbe
SJSU campus community is
welcome
PHOTOGRAPHS
Hire a
photographer at a small hourly
let. for weddings. dinners. tee ,
and keep the negatives Also will
trade this service for others Call
Ron 14151471 7727
VOLUNTEER for Theses experi
mere comparing death anxiety
and rehmon DWI 228 from 12 to
230
FRIDAY FLICKS Presents; THE
REINCARNATION OF PETER
PROUD A very different and ex
ring movre which features
Sarrazin and Jennifer
/ Neel If you miss it this time
you may have to wait till
next life to see it Only 51S.
I VVO SHOWS: 7 p m Es 10 p m
Friday. Oct 22 in Morris Dailey
Aall By Alpha Phi Omega
.
OVERSEAS JOBS barn
mer year mired
Europe. S
Ameoca, Australia. Asia, etc All
fields. 4500-11200 monthly Ex
peeses paid sightseeing Free in
to
Write
International Job
Conte’, Dept SR. Box 4490,
Rerkeley, CA 94704
GIRLS
Excellent amateur
photographer needs girls in
wrested al entering Playboy’s
photo contest as Autotimer’ in
b Nov issues Call Dave
289 8292 or Gary 267 2908
JAFRA: The tilernate en skin care
Frit a complimentary teeml and
make tip appleatem, call Debbie,
293 6355 evenings
REC 97 is sponsoring a "Chalk In"
at the Art Quad today, Oct 21,
I riot
I I 00 1 (X) Everyone is
w,

automotive

11!

PONTIAC VENTURA no /3 Ail,
At PS low nu 768 6421 after 5
in

218W SAN TA CLARA ST.
9 00 a m

students have taken jobs
that opened up in the last 12
months; increased student
enrollment fees; enrollment quotas installed by
some states and private
schools have been reached;
the movement to attract
minority students, women
and continuing education
students may have reached
the saturation point.

when some showed "open
resentment" to ticketing
officers.
"It’s not our object to
hassle anyone," he said.
"We just want people to
think about operating their
bikes in a safer manner."
Safety tips
The safety crackdown is
being made in conjunction
with the Central Counties
Safety Council, which offers these tips involving
both bicyclists and car

Bicycle riders will be
subject to a city wide police
crackdown on bicycle violations, beginning this
week.
"We can talk about
safety," said Lt. Vic Eastman, commander of the 48man traffic enforcement
unit, "but let’s face it getting a ticket has more
impact. It’s inconvenient
and costs you money;
you’re more likely to
change your riding
habits."
Eastman said the major
thrust of the program is
aimed at elementary
school students but adults
will be cited for violations
as well.
Accidents happening
The main problem.
according to Eastman," is
a wrong attitude on the
part of cyclists.
"You get on a bike," he
said, "and immediately
feel you shouldn’t be held to
the same rules that govern
autos. I understand that
feeling.
"But people have to
realize that a bicycle is just
as much a vehicle as a
car," he said. "They’re
both out sharing the same
strip of road and accidents
are happening that could
be prevented with a little
care."
Bike operation
Eastman said the most
common violation is riding
against rather than with
the flow of traffic.
The safety program is in
its second year and Eastman hopes attitudes among
college studeniewill be improved over last year,

MOB. BRG ’68w low mileage ’73
engem. $1895, ilaW19111a1ISI. new
upholstery, 266 2084 after 6

entertainment

’ii, ktail Sc food. must be 21, the
Wooden Nickel. 2405 The Al,,
meda in Santa Clara Mark or
Dick. 247-0552 or 247 0683
PHOTO MODELS $2,500 To model
in winning photo entry of
Playboy contest
964 4265,
5306 30p m
Belly Dancers Wanted Reasonable
compensation 248 1230 Dennis
or Vince
KEYPUNCHERS for short job
$350 hr call Allison, 2772210
mornings: 277 2893 afternooes

your 11011f life to see in Only 50(
TWO SHOWS 7 p in, Sc 10lit
Friday. Oct 22 in Morns Dailey
Aud By Alpha Phi Omega
EXPERIENCE open friendly corn
munication w your peers in, a
quiet warm atmosphere Drop by
’the Peet Drop In Center. 3rrl
floor, Student U111011. Diablo
Room It’s a friendly place to
relax and meet people, also
workshops, groups. referrals and
information M thur Thurs . 10
am 7 p
, Friday 103 p.m
Drop by soon

WOMAN VIOLINIST- To Oro our
progressive Rock Band. Call Mar
353-3498
I NEED A BABYSITTER, 2 WEEK
DAYS SOME HRS CAN BE
ARRANGED FOR YOUR CON
SPARTAN CITY
’ VENIENCE
292.0697

PRINCE CHARMING: All of them
happy if I’m with you I’m watch
mg Love. Cin

.11

FRIDAY FLICKS Presents THE
REINCARNATION OF PETER
PROUD A very different and ex
citing movie which features
Michael Sarrazin and Jennifer
O’Neill If you miss it this time
around, you may have to wait till
Your next life to see it Only 504.
TWO SHOWS 7 p m. Er 10 p m
Friday. Oct 22 in Morris Dailey
Aird By Alpha Phi Omega

for sale
Custom made down tackets. vests,
and sleeprng bags Call Libby at
244 0997
CASH for books and records
Phone 286-6275 Recycle Book
store. 98 E. San Fernando, SJ
Selection of used books Or
records Great,

DELIGHTFUL Plat
lo line Pmil
pony. volleyball. dishwasher.
radar oven Extra clean, mt.
quiet 234 S 11th St 1 be from
campus $135 and up 998 0803.
968 7410 level Mgrs wanted
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Cain
pus. men. 99 S 9th St Kitchen
env Shared $70 mo Private
$105 on Phone 2798616. if on
answer call 268 1750 Gels 278 S
10th St Across Hos Ellett’
Kitchen poke’ ft parking Iron,
$75 shared Mt, Et 8115 private
Call 279 3035, if no answer cwi the
above numbers call 268 1750
DELIGHTFUL place to l,vi. Ping
Pond, Volleyball. 111,11AsrallOr
radar noel, Extra t lean, eked
quiet 234 S. 1 Tth St 1 lek born
campus $90 and up. 998 oan.
968 7410 level Mgrs wanted

HP 22 Business Cale w ace F
cond , must sell to rats.. $ Ong
$165. ask 070 or best ,,t f,’, Mike
296 7458 after 6 p.m 10 91, it,
Tan-Speeds for sale: 2 centurions,
with Shrmano derailleurs, good
cowl . 15 old If sold together
will include parvers. and car rack,
$200 both 274 0779
Ford Falcon 1969, 6 cylinder Re
manufactured engine
new
brakes Excellent $895 or best
offer 2864038
Mee cond.,
’73 Honda XL250
only 1000 miles, $60) Call
294 2625 re 867.6267

FURN. ROOM for rent. $55., rei Et
up 468S 6th Sr Call 998 9649
NEAR SJSU. 2 BR, 2 Bie new
carpet and furniture Pool Et
underground parking $285 IRO
470 So 11th, 287 7590
Very Large. arty. temps Ate 2 BR
from
has stove., refer. ’
SJSU P3rIong No t nekton, or
dogs Responsible tenants $225
Call 379 3659 after 6p m
House-mate vAd; his Gatos Grad
student preferred, own room,
0135 354 9275 after 6, Ed
LARGE SPANISH 3 It, home in
Willow Glen above a potential
restaurant to open soon Rooms
availble $50 4100 mo or ex
change lot labor Call 292 1052

MU OILI Remember the Renais
sance Faire, Get Mu Oil from ex
elusive dealer Original scent or
new nectar. 2 oz bottle 96 95 ea
ppd (Include 454 Sales Tax)
JUD PICKARD’S STEAMER
TRUNK, Dept SJS. 1058 Bennet
Way. San Jose Calif 95125
99LE Wagoriback,
SAAB 1974
F M
Esc
Cond . 03699
356 6221
Ill
St!

help

wanted

Pilllf

t .ertising Survey In
b,.0..iveves. house to
house, uo cost of living opinions
and advertise low cost, high goal
rty meat
Work mornings
9:30 12 30, 3 to 5 days, vveek. as
school schedule allows Stead
83 per le 796 495). Mr Green
Waitresses Needed, Food Et
Cocktail, Part rune Super oppor
lundy for super ladies Call Vin
ResItiortonl
tare.
378 1271
Addressers wanted Immediately,
Work di Ns,
;Pt
Anvetican ST, tt
Blvd , Suite 131 Mit tonapoils
Mn 55426
WANTED: An iedustrial arts ste
dent interested ei starting thee
own business manufacturing
math teaching aids Knowledge
of silk screening and base.
wooMvorking power tools aSR111
377 1678
hal Call Dick Days,
after 5 Cambrian Park area
Adrnin. Aset: Typing, Phooe, Gen’,
Office Ste Commodity Tele Co
.1111321 6660. 5 6pm
HEI P WANTED: Waitresses,

I’M mole, norssmokor,
quiet, looking for a hip place
to stay that’s nuoderatelY
priced
Also, need ernploY
ment, previously managed a
have work erl
grocery store
in a day care renter 793 1 /81
ler Re,

lost

and found
1 r
L0295ST e358oir
Sall Ff.11.

personals
FRIDAY FLICKS
110
REINCARNAlo
PETER
PROUD A ye,. : .. not and en
citing movie edie ii features
Mrchael Serrate-I and Jennifer
O’Neill If you miss if this time
around, you may have to wail till

Classified Rotel

Coen
add.
O. Two TW4o Four Foe, towel
4. days Oars Awl does doe
Moos Sr 50 roo 2 as 2 An (’So 35
4 lows
200 150 2 15 2 90 3 00 35
how
750 3 00 3 25 340 3 50 36
It in...
100 3 50 1 IS 1 90 am 35
Each winnownai h. add
50
1111
SO
SO
50
14worowo Throw now Ono
SelSOYSS tole lair ...ono 57500

Chelt Chiral matron
Annoullrianraat
liras Raved
Aulonstriv
E nun lawmen.
t 1151 arra / asset
Fe. Salo
!Newnan

ARLENE, Eat. drink and be merry!
Haven happy 21st RM
FRIDAY FLICKS Presents, THE
REINCARNATION OF PETER
PROUD A very different and it,
citing movie ’which features
Michael Sarraen and Jennifer
O’Nerll If you miss it this tone
around, you may have to wait till
your next life to see a. Only 50C,
TWO SHOWS 7 p in & 10 p m
Friday. Oct 22 in Morris Dailey
Aral By Alpha Phi Omega
I’
Hey Willierrd
have love.

housing

it

SHREDDED FOAM Rubber, 50C
lbs Any Ouantity. 293-2954
HP56 Calculator w dig timer securi
flr cradle, keys, all arc., 6 mo old
must sell to raiseS Ong $375,
ask $165 offer Mike, 296-7456
after 6 p m

LINDA - Have a great bow in
Canada Go lava go. but hurry
back
Fuzzy

sworn
I 41,11.31).141/irtn

If’

services

Liiroil
STUDENT Dental Plan
-nowAlaarldalOAS dial al
formation at Associated Stu
- dews of lice or all 371 6811
TYPING - IBM Selectee
263368’
Pick lip mid Delivery
YOGA eel Meditator, Classes of
hoed day and mole Yoga es d
nweital and physical discipline
IS,’ mediation practice is rumple
and direct The pnce is 20 dollars
I,,, 30 classes of 2 hours each
Call now 292 WAVE San Jose
TYPING.
Term Papers
resumes theses senior prof
ects letters 754 ’,atm. and no
287 8611
Office near SJU
287 8612 19 a tn tot 30 m i
262 1923 all othtv hours1 Ask
for Kitty’ Carter North Valley
Secretarial Service
TYPING - IBM SEL II, last, ac
curate, exp m Campbell Teta
Nan 267 3119 Ndll
thesis, iLorh papers
TYPING
exponent et I annul fast
etc
Phone 26986/4
AT LAST
Ion way to exercise,
Enroll now in ADULT denote’
r lasses Improves Coordinallont
Mental Stioloulaloon Gnat Way
to Meet People Modem Jazz Or
Tap Classes Call Kalser
Studio 743 4834
PANTERA Karate Et Ku,iq Fri
Unlimited in Martial Al IS PrOVall
striee rkdense for mimeo& eve,
We also feature swim! esenTses
to lose on woo weoght Showers
Sauna, Weights, ft Bag 765 E
Sarni, Clara St by 17th Open
3 us 10 Call
Mon IS,,, Fri
2960939
MEN’- WOMEN’ .10BS ON
SHIPS! A1111.11L/Ill Foreign NCI
Excellent
11SlY0111111d. required
pay Worldwide travel Summer
lob or career Sorel 33 for
information SEAFAX Dept 89
First & laurel Streets Pon
Angeles Washoropon 98367
BUSINESS Opportunity! Shill
envelopes $61) le3r 100 Se"d
111
stamped ariffleSSISI

A Rodrigo, 1212 Will, ,
Sall Aria CA 95116
TYPING Done in nw home Lefler
re0011S, reall1111115, etc Call Cathy
Weekdays between 5 Et 10
923 2795
Couples Workshop Oct 23 Et 24 Ion
strelerits smith faculty Er part
rlerS C0111111111111.d110113. assett
Hornless, expnetations. ft upsets
arguing fairly dialoging to goal
setting Counseling
I’S Ail
min 201 277 2262
Soon
LESBIAN RAP GROUP
sorer’ by Peer Drop In Do
want to talk about corning eta
Parents, Lovers, Anything as .1
lesbian, Come to our fest meet
Ind Oct 2611,, 2 304 30 at the
women’s center and see who.
,,r group could mean for you
U.

travel
CHARTER FLIGHTS A
sprotot to Luni1011 1R1111 0,11’1,111d
SlylfS available for XMAS $359,
3,a 4 weeks Also Frank hot from
L A front $399 British Enropean
TlaYel 937 Saratoga Ave Sari
Jose, 95129 Phone 446 5752
.
RUSSIA, ISRAEL or irpidekt thorong
semester break Speed 7 weeks
eel Moscow Leninarat I H I nouton
168991 or Israel 186991 Four
vveeks et Ireland b London
1S91501 All 1111:11irle air 6 hotel plus
much allar’ AISII Hong K one 6
Follow i Deft, For frill details
contact Stralynek, 2125 Limon
St , San Fl/1111:12A0 94123 .4151
922 8940
CHARTERS to New York 1$7391
and Cl,,, ago :5189r at Christmas
Must book early Contact Study
trek. 7125 Union Si Sari Fran
cist o 94123 1415. 922 8940
CHARTER INFORMATION TO
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS
MANY OTHER DESIGNA 1 IONS
YOUTH HOST(
LARDS
WORK ABROAD
STU
FIIRAIL
DINT 1 0 CARDS
6 BRIT RAIL PASSES
INTER EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
INFORMATION 10 ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD
CONTACT
1HE
STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER !BARRACK
128 BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY!
MON WE
ft THURS 1 I’" 0
OR CALL ANYTIME
tinl
2591056 The Student Travel
Center Is sponsored toy SJSU
Backpackers International Club.
GOING ABROAD?, Charees are
Vohs need applow ii,’, that iterate
ow NO wilt 50 ycle
,any a
Ydril’R. of 220 Wit appliaoces
ARIS EXPORT CO 6419 Tele
graph Ave Aok Ca 94609 Tel
415 654 4751

Print Your Ad Here

sciniad ’s11
MONO CI4ICIT MONTY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPORT AN DAILY CI ASSOC IF U
SAN 2051 STATE pAllod RSo TY
SAN JOSF, CAILIOORNIA 95114

DWItlftne is., tidy, 1.1, 10 pull
laaloon
Cnoun
nohltr o ton hew on
’No

stereos

SAVE THIS AD. II.’
chase r.ostly sten,
,
check with in. for
owe, on
21X) mato, brands et Audio. TV,
tape, car stereo. etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first tee,’ WW1 111, haSSII’S Wl.
Ala1111fall1111. a i0/111/1fr. 11111. of
Hi Fr speakers and ITIalik n.,,,,,
log lam sold wholesale to IN.
Soonds Unique 998
2693. Tues Sat 126
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. Wp
ikiv it soli used stereo equip
merit REBUY Hi Fl 5023 Ste
yens Creek SW Salad Clara
96511344 II 101 Sat 1115

eon. on Lance. orb
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Hospital program cares for total patient
. By Steven C. Taylor
Sixteen -year -old Ken
Bragg leaned against the
wall anpl shook his head.
"There’s nothing to like
about a hospital, but it’s not
bad here. It’s okay for a
hosital." he said.
With that, he moved
toward the billiards table
and sank a bank shot
Minnesota Fats would have
been proud of. The smile
that blanketed his face was
reflected on his pool
playing opponent, wise
obviously was not too
disturbed about losing the
game.
"That’s it for me. I
concede," said Betty
Lovelace. as she returned
her cue to the rack in the
corner. "I should know
better than to play with you
anyway. You’re too good."
If a billiards table in a
as well as a
hospital
patient with a smile
seems strange, one should
see the poker table’ in the
corner.
Hospital fun
"One of our doctors says
this is the only hospital he
knows where the kids go
home pool sharks and
poker players." Lovelace
said with a laugh.
Lovelace, along with
numerous volunteers,
presides over an extensive
recreation pvrogram for
younger patients at the
Stanford University

Medical Center
a
pediatric program that, as
she puts it. "deals with the
99 and one half per cent of
the child that is healthy’ in
the hope it will help the
small fraction of the
youngster that is sick or
injured.
Course offered
This concept is the
subject of a two-day extension course offered
through SJSU entitled "A
Positive Approach to
Pediatric’ Hospitalization
Through Play." under the
instruction of Lovelace.
The class began Oct. 16
and will conclude Saturday.
Some of the more
unusual aspects of the
Stanford program, which
will be used as a model for
the class, were invented by
Lovelace. who received her
master’s degree from
&NU and has 33 years of
professional experience in
child care’.

including
patittiK
hospital tours, parties for
special events and an
orientation slide show.
"You can make this
this painful
adventure
something
adventure
from which a child can
person,
better
a
become
more mature and
educated." said Lovelace.
"If a child has a special
need, we try to find it and
build the program around
it." she added.
Miniature hospital
The miniature hospital
comes complete with intensive care unit. X-ray
facilities, dolls and even
surgery masks and bedpans.
In the rooms of this
model medical center,
youngsters act out their
hospital experiences.
"providing an educational
experience in itself, as well
as an outlet in which tc
express their attitudes
about what is happening lc
them here," said Lovelace.

Besides the usual games
and toys found in most
playrooms, other diversions include therapeutic’
oriented games and toys,
such as a doll house-type
hospital, a board game of
chance where the object is
to leave the hospital and a
bag of medical instruments
for "playing doctor."

The same idea applies in
the child’s use of the
medical equipment
provided as toys.
Philomena Anderson, a
10-year old girl from East
Palo Alto, had enouglblood samples taken tc
know the exact procedure
invoked. Through her play
with the instruments, she
now knows why each step is
necessary and even how te

The program also
provides other recreational
experiences for the young

put her playmates at ease
during a mock blood test.
Another playtool is a
Monopoly -type game ol
chance involving a stay at
the hospital. Also inventer
by Lovelace, the game has
no formal name, but the
object is to leave the
hospital, an end that it
accented throughout the
recreation program.
The theme is seen again
in a slide show presented
to young patients and theii
families before the
children enter the hospital.
"Notice that the same
child entering the hospital
in the slide show is thc
same as the one leaving.’’
Lovelace points out. "We
want the kids to know they
are going to get out that
this is only a temporary
stay."
Environment seen
The slide presentation
provides an overview of the
hospital environment,
including aspects often 01
concern to children, who
may be reluctant to
mention them. Among the
topics covered are baths,
serving of meals, nurses’
desk procedures and the
use of bedpans and other
toilet facilities.
The roles of doctors and
nurses are carefully explained during the show
and most of the slides

Sesame star
to talk about
impact of TV
Tele v ision’s popular
"Sesame Street" star, Dr.
Loretta Long, will lecture
on the "Impact of TV on
Today’s Children" in the
San Jose ’City College
men’s gym at 8 p.m.
Saturday.
Dr. Long, teacher,
actress and television personality. is one’ of the most
versatile individuals on the.
contemporary educational
scene. Playing the character "Susan" on the innovative children’s show,
she has proved that making
learning fun can be a useful
method of keeping kid,
turned on to education.
CIRCUS ADULT BOOKS
W.. have films pi ra, ,

Phllomena Anderson (It pretends to take a
blood sample from her mother, Ola An

purposely exhibit children
at play in a variety ol
situations. For example.
one slide has three patients
shooting baskets at a hoop
on the patio. One is start ding, one is in a wheelchait
and one is sitting on a
gurney.
About 20 students are
also involved as pediatric
recreation assistants.
working on special projects
within the hospital’s unit.

derson, in the playroom of the pediatric
unit at Stanford Medical Center.

Lovelace credits much ol
the recreation program’s
success to the help she has
had from the hospital and
the hospital staff.
"This all depends on a
great team, from the
specialists, therapists ann
directors to two fabulous
cleaning ladies," she said.
"But the parents and the
child are the most important. They are the key
to it all.

+

weeling cards, hook,
vei’v items and mon,
998 9470
I 67 E Santa Clara S J

Happi House
Teriyaki

(A Unique Family Dining Experience and FAST
(#1) 3 BEEF TERIYAKI $185
pieces of beet skewered on a stick,
marinated in teriyaki sauce and boiled

to perfection. INCLUDES RICE & CHICKEN SALAD
ALSO PORK CHICKEN Et SHRIMP TERIYAKI

OPEN DAILY 11 AM to 9 PM
695 N. 5th St. at TAYLOR
See Jose

295-5554

Report sees climate shift,
profs decline predictions
the possibility of major
climate changes during the
next two centuries was
reported by the Scientific
Committee on Problems of
the Environment to the
International Council of
Scientific. Unions. last
week.
The’ 296-page report
states that carbon dioxide
emittance from industries
could increase from four to
eight times over present
levels, threatening changes
in the climate.
The report recommends
a global monitoring system
designed to "offset the
interminable speculation"
of weather changes.
Predictions hard
When asked about
possible. future climate
change’s. three 14.1SU
science’ department heads.
Dr. Joseph Young of
Biological Sciences, Dr.
Albert Miller of the
Meteorology Department.
and Dr John Neptune of
the. Chemistry Department. concluded "there is
no way to predict the
future."
No doubt concentrations of carbon
dioxide in the’ air pose as a
factor, but on a large scale
man hasn’t changed the
climate. and there is no
evidence’ showing that he
might in the future." Miller
said.
"Carbon dioxide is
highly absorbant". Young
said. "An increase
creates more heat and
therefore the tempera t Lin

rises, but whether man
inadvertently or advertently can change the
climate no one. knows," he
said.

determining climate.
changes.
Changes Occur
Young said that the
ponderosa pine would be an
example of a monitored
plant, calling it "a sensitive detector of
photochemical smog."

Pure conjecture
"Changes in climate in
the past has e always been
made." New une said,
referring to the Ice Ages,
"and there’s no reason to
think changes won’t
happen in the future. It’s
purely conjecture."

Young said ponderosa
pine are dying in the Los
Angeles area, w’tere
carbon dioxide emittance
is great.
",Man’s use of carbon
dioxide may accelerate
climate’ changes," Neptune
said, but contended that
natural changes in the
climate. would occur
anyway.
Young suggested monitoring of humans might be
useful in predicting climate
changes.
"It’s quite possible’ since
humans are under con slanting monitoring 1 by
doctors). Human tissue’
could be tested for change’s
in the environment.**
Young said.

"Where carbon dioxide
can cause the warming of
the atmosphere. other
particles or dust (emitted
from the same industries
could be causing some
good," Miller said. ’They
may counteract each
other."
"It’s impossible to
predict future changes.
The effects are too small."
Miller said, but added that
a global monitoring of
different species of plants
and animals, as the report
suggests, would help in
*
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Monday Cinema
presents

THE PROFESSIONALS
Burt Lancaster
Morris Dailey

500

7 Et 10

500

4/14Ir
304 *A,
4144 censtoruatlhaverV
campbell calif.
PRESENTS
TONIGHT

ACE

"How Long")

(Hit Song

Oct 28th

SPIRIT
Et
GASOLIN’
IFirst U S

From Denmark
Mum Be 21

4,0

When it’s 6 weeks into the semester
and 34 books have just arrived for a class of 38
...it’s no time to get filled up.

